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ABSTRACT

An access control mechanism is a set of operations performing auth<>-

rization and enforcement checks, creation and movement of rights wi-

thin the system from assigned control functions established by prede-

fined control information. Enforcing accec,Scontrol policies, which

are the basis of control information, requires knowing who can access,

is a total reflection of management policies of a computing system.

MeasureS of access validation, to S,OTIeextent, is optional and in act-
uality, is dominated and modulated by the management policies of the

authority of a computing system. An online software control mechanism

for the management of computer systems has been developed in order to

validate a user's access into the system on extensive measureS of cons-

traints.

System management operations for process control of different job requeS-

ts are attributed and realized, to some extents, in the form of contr-

olling priority attribute through modifications, and servicing the timer

interrupt requests with job termination "ftcr a definite interval of

processing time.

To make the enforcement of acceSS control and proceSS control policies,

a secondary storage base for control information is maintained with

many oth"r as,;ociat()d or supporting information like job stati5tics

or job accounting information to ensure proper decisive actions.

The complete software system has been developed in IBM/370 and a specific

version of this has been installed irithe same operated under DOS/VS and

also in IBM/4331 operated under OOS/VSE in BUET Computer Centre.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

With the advancement of .Science and technology computer systems are be-

coming more and more complex in its design and functions of the operat-

ing system as well as in its management to keep pace with such complex
(12)operating system • In a large 'system, hundreds of users can get ae-

cesses into the system under the control of the operating system for
. (19)running their tasks in batch mode or in conversat~onal mode • Norm-

ally the control for accesses to the system for users to process their

jobs are not restricted lJy the operating system which is sUPl'liedby

manufactures.' However, there exists ways of queuing of users' jobs de-

pending on the queue of batch submission, which are executed in differ-

ent partitions depending on options as normally sought by the system in
(7 19)the case for multiprogramming environment ' • System resourceS and

facilities are made available to a user's job depending on some preass-

igned priorities existing in the system. However, an operating system

never attempts to restrict a user's job specifically to avail some syS-

ternfacilities during its processing of the job in batch execution.

In the case of interactive processing (in conversational mode) the con-

trol program itself controls accesses to the system, maintains security

of the system as ~ell as of user information and at the same time moni-

tors system responses for any illegal attempt of accessing the system.

But lack of such controlling measures in the case of batch processing

opens the door for insecurity of the system and for misuse and illegal

use of the system facilities. Keeping track of such unauthorized
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practices of a user is not an easy task in the environment where hundreds

of userS are .accessing into a system.

Fqr processing a user's job, lot of system f>upports, both on hardwiJrCi

and software, are .required, as such there often arises an idea of charging

the user in relation to the facilities used by the user. The .:wayof Ghar-

'gingand the access control procedure are completely dependent on the

management policy of a system authority, therefore, the design of a mana-

gement software is dependent on the local policy and modulated by local

needs and trends. These constraints impose a bar on importing off-shore

software packages for access controlling and job accounting.

In a multiprogramming environment, concurrent execution of more than one
(7 19)program is possible in different partitions ' • Experiences shCM that in

..-_.' --. - - - - ----.....---.~----,., ~.-(j:he.case of multlprogramming-' .":.,system, a process may run endlessly due
. ,

to some unnoticed logic errors causing a severe loss of costly system

times. For efficient, synchronous and tuned operation of the system the-

re can be provided a technique of automatic termination of a job after

elapsing of a certain amount of time depending on the system requirement,

thus saving valuable system time.

1.2 AN OPERATING SYSTEM-PROCESS VIEW-POINT

An operating system consists of a collection of programs based on the mu-

nagement of four separate resources:memory, processors, devices and info-

rmation (7,12). A process under the control of an operating system broad-

ly goes through three different states.:ready state, running state, wait

state. Sequencing of a process through its states is done by the process

:-.
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managementroutines of the operating system and is depicted in Fig,ure

1.1 showing all the transitions of a process from one state to another.

Whena user submits his job to the system (submit state), the jab cont-

rol information associated,with user's job stream pass information to

the operating system as to what action is to be taken. NormallySPOOL-.

ing routine is invoked and it itself invokes the information management,'
(7 20)

which keepll track of all informlltion nnd aVI'lUilblespace in the nyntcm' •
is

If any space/available in the system, user's job is read and is placed,

on to a disk to process later (hold state).

At some later time, the job scheduling routine scans all the SPOOLedfil-

es on the disk and picks a job to be admitted into the system. In picking

a job, the scheduler calls memorymanagementto determine if sufficient

main memoryis available and calls device managementto determine whether

devices requested by the job are available. Once the job scheduler deci-

des that the jab is to be assigned resources, the traffic controller is

invoked

ment is

to create the associated process information, and memorymanage-
(7 10)

invoked to allocate the necessary main storage ' • The jab

is'then loaded into memoryand the process is ready to run (ready state).

Whena processor becomes free, the process scheduler scans the list of

ready processes, chooses a prOcess and assigns a processor to it (running

state) (7) •

If the running process requests access to information (e.g. read a file),

information managementwould invoke device managementto initiate the

(13)reading of the file • Device managElTlentwould initiate the I/O opera-

tion and then call process managementto initiate that the process requesting
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the file is awaiting the completion of the I/O operation (wait state).

Whenthe I/O is completed the I/O hardware sends a signal to the traff-

ic controller in process management,which places the process back into

the ready state.

If the process should complete it. computation when it is run again, then

it is placed into completed state and all allocated resources are freed.

A user's job goes through such a series of complex processes from the

state of submission to the state of completion. ObVi~usly there should

have or should be provided a means of controlling a user's access to the

system in conjunction with the operating system depending on some admini-

. .. (15)
strative or managementpolicy of system authority •

1.3 CONTROL OF USER ACCESS TO A SYSTEM

In,batch processing multiprogramming environment, a user gets bis access

to the system.by submission of his job to the system through some input

mediumsuch as card readers, diskette readers and in some cases optical

readers. Only the authorized users of a processing centre are expected

to access . the system to run their jobs and to avail all system suppor-

ts for the completion of the jobs (1,15). To sort out such valid users a

complete control mechanismis needed through which the idea can be real-

ized in impartial waywithout any humaninteraction to the process. Here
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the question arises for computerized control mechanism that will select

the authorized users' job impartially for accessing into and processing
( 3)in the system •

1.4 SYSTEM SECURITY AND PRIVACY

An operating system always takes care of security measures to a great ex-

tent for its synchronous operation such that abnormal termination might

not occur during production hour of the system. However, some facilit-

ies of the operating system may be a great cause of insecurity, damage

and uncertainty of the system if tJloue are mHdcpublicly open.

When a user is allowed to act with the .system for running his job, it.is

then possible for him to do anything thOSe are supported by the operati-

ng system. Any damage or deletion of system libraries or of system soft-

ware might +:urn to be irrecoverable thus pUShing the system in uncertain-

ty. Those system facilities might cause damage to the system itself and

misuse of the system can be restricted depending on the management policy

of the system authority.

Misuse of the system may be from ;

(i)

(11)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

stealing computer time

unnecessary paper usages
pluclng the procc-n:.l jn n(~Vt'r (-:,ndltll] lonp9

"hanging the priority of the job queue

changing the priority of processor controlling queue

inefficient coding (which may Cause serious swapping

problem etc.)
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These may cause serious set back on overall throughput of the system

during its operation in production environment.

In a complex system of a main frame computer, there are lot of information

those should not be made puj-,licas because those information mLlY

be sources of potential danger to the system integrity and privacy.,

A.measure of software control can be taken to tackle with these types

of management problems.

1.5 JOB ACCClJNTING ,'OR SYSTEM RESClJl(CE USAGE

An operating system normally provides a facility to .:charge-:-a user for

his jobs those were run under the control of the operating system which

provides the jobs with necessary resources required during their proce-

h
(19)ssing our • As the operating system distributes system resources

among the jabs running under its supervision, so it can easily accomod-

ate the information relating to the use of system resources required

for completion of a job.

Those information may be collected and hence users can be charged for

their transaction with the system. These resource usage and sharing

information might be of great help in planning,designing and maintain-
(211 )ing the system for its efficient and tuned operation •



1.6 PRESENT SYSTEM SURVEY

The mainframe computers like IBM/370 normally operate under the control

of a supervisory or executive software called DOS/VS in collaboration
with POWER/VS. Recently 4300 series of computers of IBM operate under

the extended version of DOS/VS and POWER/VS which have-been named to ~--
DOS/VSE and POWER/VSE. DOS/VSE provides every facility available in DOS/

VS with the addition of some extended functions incorporated within.this.

Our works which started with the system of DOS/VS are also equally appli-

cable in the environment of DOS/VSE and POIVER/VSE.

Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage (DOS/VS)

DOS/VS (Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage) is a comprehensive collec-

tion of program components designed to make full use of the resources of
(7 19)a data processing system ' •

DOS/VS controls the work (input, processing, output) to be performed by

the computing system. It supervises the use of system resources and ba-

sed on control information from the user, their allocation to the jobs

run on the computer system. To enSure a high degree of trouble-free op-

eration of the complex computing system, DOS/VS provides a number of ro-

utines for detection, analysis, and recovery of machine and system malf-

unctions.

The component programs th"t make up DOS/VS may be divided into:

(1)

(11)

(11i)

Control programs

Processing programs

Data management routines
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Libr,arics COll1aining DOS/VS

T

.'

Storage

Supervisor

T

WL initialilcs the
system and IO;lds
the supervisor

Jol.>Colltl'Ol r,ogram

Ploccs~ing P,ograms
Service Pr09ram~

linkage Editor
Liurari;:1n
Emulators
System U:ilities
RA$ Facilities
POWERIVS

language Translators
Assembler
FORTRAN Compiler
COBOL Compiler
PLII Compiler
DOSIVS RPG II

Application Programs

Control Progln,:,,'\.
Initinl Progl<lrn LOiltlN

Supervisor

DOS/VS Component Programs
The components of DOS/VS Me Slored online in Iihruric:s on milgnclic disk. 10 permit fast loading into storage:
ns needed. .

--,' ---_.~.
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For execution, the components of DOS/VS are stored online (that is,

immediately and directly accessible whenever required) in areas on mag-

netic disk, called libraries. This allows fast loading of any program

or routine into storage whenever its function is needed.

DOS/VS control programs comprise the initial program loader, the super-
loader

visor, and the job control program. The initial program/is used to st-

art operation with the system. It loads the supervisor into storage.

The supervisor controls overall system operation and provides general

functions required by the job control program and all processing prog-
(19,24)rams • It resides in the lowest area of storage, called the sup-

ervisor area throughout the system operation. The job control program

is loaded by the supervisor to initiate the execution of each new pro-

gram and to estahlish which system facilities are to be invoked while

the program is running.

Processing programs are classified as all programs whose execution is

initiated by the job control program and controlled by the supervisor.
Processing programs can be divided into three categories : language tr-

anslators, service programs, and application programs. Fig. 1.2 shows

the different categories of programs of DOS/VS libraries.

A third important class of component of DOS/VS are its data management

routines. These are available for inclusion in problem programs to re-

1ieve the programmer of the detailed programming associated with 'the

transfer of data between a.uxiliary storage and programs.
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POWER/VS

POWER/VS is itself a software program which operates in virtual mode in
( 20)one partition of the OOS/VS system • It improves the throughput of a

computing system by separating unit-record input and output operations

of application programs in DOSIVS multiprogramming environment. This

process; which is called "SPOOLing" (an acronym derived from the term

"Simultaneous Peripheral Operations On-Line") results in overlapping the
unit-record I/O operations for all cont,rolled partitions with the exccu-

tion
(7 20)of application program in these partitions ' • To achieve this,

POWER/VS stores all unit-record input and output queues on disk. When a

unit-record device is available to read input or to punch or print output,
POWER/VS either stores the input data in the input queues or retrieves

list of punch output from an output queue and transfers it to that device.

When an application program in a POWER/VS controlled partition is ready to

accept input or is about to produce output POWER/VS retrieves its input

from the queue associated with the application program's partition and

stores output in the associated output queue on disk•.

The different multitasking features of POWER/VS are depicted in Fig. 1.3.

Entry and Interfacing Facilities Provlded>'by<the System
- ".. -- -.. )

The Reader task of POWJ:;Rlvs

by users and the 'l"f'uingof

performs Ule reading of job str,eams submitted
. (20)

USers job for pr.ocess inq in hatch mode- •
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If POWER/VSis generated with Reader exit (RDREXIT)options with a name

of a phase catalog'ed previously, then Reader task of POVIER/VSwill tra-

nsfer control to that routine for all POWER/VSJECL (Job Entry Control

language) and DOS/VSJCL (Job control language) statements. Any JCL or

JECLstatement can be changed or deleted and other statements Can be

inserted by the Reader exit routine. This routine can request POI,ERjVS

to flush or to reject POWER/VSor DOS/VSjob(s) specifically. This fa-

cility is used to control a user's access to the system. The control

flow between the reader exit routine and POWER/VSis explained in

Fig. 1.4.

For controlling the acceSS to the system, we might require to consider

lot of information for a user,

authority and some of them are

some of them are provided by
,be ed

required to/extract/from the

the system

system and

finally a file group contaInIng tllene Information In re'pd rcd to he

maintained. Information from the system for a user's job are supplied

. '(24)
by the OOS/VSsupervisor in a spec1fic format • For this a DOS/VS

supervisor generation option provides job accounting interface support

for all partitions in the system. At the end of each jd:> step or job,

accounting information is accumulated in a table for that partition and

can be processed by a self-relocating or relocatable routine cataloged

. (7 18)under a phase-name $JOBACCT' • The routine can extract data for such

purposes as charging on system usagcs,supt:.'rvisinlJ 5y~tcm operation, or

planning new applications or changing the system configuration. Fig.l.5

shows the control flow between the supervisor and the routine itself.
I

In the case of a system where

exists, we do not need such a

supports from PO'iIER/VSjob accounting
(24) , :

job accounting routine • Rather we can
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implement this exit facility for supervising system operation and sys-

tern maintenance.

Once a job has been scheduled to be run in a partition, OOS/VS job co-

ntrol program accepts each JCL and produces necessary supports or tak-

es necessary actions as per options specified in the JCL for the
jOb(22). Prior to the process of action, job control language program

transfers control to a phase cataloged in SVA (Shared virtual area) in

the name $JOBEXIT. This phase can handle any illegal or misappropriate

use of the system during processing and can take necessary course of

action through modifying the JCL to sorneextent thus directing the jab

control program in different way to take different courses of actions

in processing. Fig. 1.6 depicts the control flow protocol between su-

pervisor, the jab control program and the job exit program.

The three entry and interfacing points discussed so far has been attem-

pted to be taken into play with present system for tuned and enhanced

operation of the system.

1.7 HARDWARE INTERRUPTIONS

The interruption system permits the CPU to change its state as a result

of conditions extemal to the system, within the system, or within the

CPU itself(21). Interruption conditions are grouped into six cl~sses:,

Input-output, external,program. Supervisor call, machine check

restart.

i
and

I,



Supervisor
(operating system)

Return after
processing~

Return with request
for actions.

Job control
program

Job control
exit

routine.
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to job control exit

routine.

.......,
Fta~ 1.6 Control Flow Diagram for Processing a JCL.
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An interruption consists in storing the current PSW as an old PSW,

storing further detail informaU.on Identi.fyingthe C<luseof th" inter-

ruption, and fet~hing a new PSW. Processing resumes as specified by

the new PSW.

An external interruption for a particular source can occur only when

the CPU is enabled for interruption by that source. The sources are.

listed in descending order of priority:

Malfunction alert

Emergency signal

External call
Tim~of-day clock sync check

Clock Comparator (Interval Timer)

CPU timer.

An interruption request for the interval timer is <Jcncr,~tedwhen the

value of the interval timer is decremented from a positive number,

including zero, to a negative number. The request is preserved and

remains pending in the CPU until it is cleared.

The interval timer interruption can be used to limit the processing

time of a job.

1.8 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED WORK

One of the objectives of this work is to design a software acce!:5con-

trol mechanism. The control mechanism will follow the policy of a co-

mputing centre those are predefined to the system in some coded forms.
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Only the authorized users will be able to access to the system for pr-

ocessing and running their jobs. The most often used authentication

technique is based on passwords. Another technique is user identifica-

tion code (i.e. user 10) with or without pass:word. In the present work
we base the authentication measure on both of them-where the user iden-

tification code is the prime control issue and password (which is opti-

onal) is the final control issue for accessing to the system.

A user who is seemed to payor who is requIred to bring'under control

for processing his jobs, 'mIstnot be allowed to the system unless he
should have some agreEl!!'ents:;with the system authority regarding the VCl-'

rious controlling, factors so far discussed for maintenance purposes.

Considering all these point the objectives of the present work can be

summarized as follows :

To have access to the system a user

(i) must have a valid or legal user identification code
which would be supplied by the system authority,

(ii) may have a valid password (if sought by the user)

optionally.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

may be expected to have sufficient amount of monetary

balance to process his present job;

may be expected to have sufficient amount of CPU time

for procegtillHJ his pre:.;c'nt jeD dud

may be expected to complete all his works within the

system before a date of expiration of his identifica-

tion code.
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For,controlling at processing time, a job

(i)
- - - .,

may not be allowed to be of special priority to "'~_j

the job ,scheduler which maintains the job queue and

loads partitions normally according to job classes

and priority implied in each job explicitly in some

./

/
/

!
/
/

/

form of control statement in the job stream;

(ii) may not be allowed to exceed certain amount of proce-
sSing time~, T~~s)concelling the job if it exceeds

that amount of time limit.

Finally we like to produce

(i) a data bank comprising of various system files contain-

ing various information such as user identification

with name and address, system resource usage informat-

ion, control information, billing information etc.(we

like to call it information base);

(ii) bills on various information those are chargeable to a
user;

(iii) statistical reports on system usage so as to take nece-
ssary course of action for efficient management of the
system or for planning a new system;

(iv) means of updating different fields of information of

the information base;

(v) means of reporting for varioos information for cantro-

lling, rescheduling, restructuring and replanning pur-

poses and

(vi) means of maintaining security and privacy of all infor-
matian on the basis of each individual user.
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2. SYSTEMANALYSIS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Here, we present an analysis of a system to be developed specifically

comprising of two software subsystems one of which would be fully de-

voted in real time management function of the system resources and

other would keep all information' regarding the system usages, prepare

a billing report for each individual user, update information for each
user, .produce different reports etc.

The two software subsystems would be interdependent in some courses

of their actions. Some of the controlling functions or actions of ma-

nagerial subsystem would completely be decided by the final outcome of

the information base subsystem. Because some policies of the manageri-

al subsystem would require to be based on some information regarding

the system resource usages by the users such as CPU time usage, curre-
be

rit balance etc. The information base subsystem wouldlfequired to mai-

ntain and ,~)process system resource usage information those would no-
rmally be collected out by the managerial subsystem with the help of

the operating sxstem.

This subsystem is expected to work in real time environment throughout

the whole period of computing process of users' jobs. This software

subsystem would perform following major functions:

(1) Controlling Ul<~aCCesseS of UserS to lhe systun Ulrou-

gh an access contro1 routine in collaboration with the

existing operating system.
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(ii) Controlling the scheduling of jobs hy the job ochedu-

ler (present in the operating system) within specific

job classes.

(iiil Terminating a job if it exceeds a certain amount of

processing time during its execution in a partition.

(iv) Keeping selectively all job account information rela-

t~d to system resource usages.

Access Controlling Supports

It is expected thata user having a valid identification code would be

able to access to the system provided other factors does not play in

making illegal practice to access the system. For each user this ident-

ification code could be provided by the authority of the computing cen-

tre.

There are certain class of users required to be provided with passwords

at their will for privacy, security and protection of their information.
The softWare acceSs control mechanism is desired to provide this pass-

(1,8)word access proc~dure for the purpose •

The pOlley of a computing Centre might be such that a user can buy a
certain amount of CPU time for processing his jobs. l'n that case, there

we expect a means of controlling the access to the system dependJ.ng on

the CPU time provided

sufficlent to process

to a user through proper checking whether it is
(7 8)the present job ' •

Sometimes a user might be allowed to work in a computing centre for a

certain period of time, i.e., his identification cod~ might be declared
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invalid after a certain date. The control mechanism is expected to

have provision for this type of user access to the sy,;tem.

Users of a computing centre are normally considered to pay certain

amount of security money regarding the system usages, only such users

who would pay for the system usages or who have certain amount of bala-

nces from their respective fixed deposit as security money would be

allowable to accesS the system.

Members of the system authority who do work with the system or some
privileged users are not expected to fall within the above measureS of

different constraints except the constraint for user identification.

Job Scheduling Supports

Basically, the job scheduler or SPOOLer orders all submitted jobs fir-

st by class, then by priority within that class(19,20). A partition

may service more than one job class, the classes are ordered as prima-

ry, secondary etc. When a partition becomes free, '-.'the sd1ed-

uler chooses the highest priority job in the highest priority class ser-

viced by that partition. The job class and the priority of the job

are optional features to guide the job scheduler or SPOOLer. A user,

as a human being, always tries to achieve his personal gains taking

the advantagebus optional 'feature of the job shceduler control sta te-

ment thus causing a misnanagement of the job queue.

In order to tackle this illegal practice of priority handling we ;rtq-
, ,

',uir~~ support in our managerial software subsystem. However, a ce-

rtain class of \lsersmilYbe relieved from this type of constraint on

some basis of privil~e with least hampering the production process
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of n running computin~ c~ntre.

'rimeTermimltion :';upports

A program in its developing stage, requires a lot of test runs before

going in ultimate production run. Any error in a program under test

or even any mistake in control flow of a developed program may lead

to a never ending process in computing. In this type of situation,

system operators cancel the job or jobs issuing system commands if

they identify the mishappening.

,
To eliminate this management problem we require a software procedu're

which would terminate a processing after a certain time interval, and

relieve the processor. It would be well justified if a certain group

of users,preferably,beginners may be taken into the constraint of ti-

me termination. In addition to this, it is expected to have an opti-

onal feature of time termination.

Job Accounting Supports

~aintenance of a system requires to investigate the proper utilization

of the system resources after a regular interval. This helps in plann-

ingl!lnd designing a new system or in extending or reorganizing an old

system. There we expect means or supports to carryon such kinds

of anal1Jy'Sis--..and reporting cnpabili ti.es on system perform.lnce. Arid we

require to procure information regarding the job statistics produced

from the inf,ormation generated by the operating system after each job

step in finar.'~Thiswill be called job acc~ting information.
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The job accounting information are required to be collected for char-

ging users for processing their jobs in the system. These informati-

on would also be u impor'timt deci:.;1vemiltter in controlling users'

access to the system depending on some related ca,trolling factors

such as requirement of minimum balance, minimum CPU time yet to be

expensed, etc.

2.3 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED BY "~NAGERIAL SUBSYSTEM

In variOti~;,stagE$of execution of its different routines, it is re-
quired to issue messages to system console regarding the different

controlling conditions those are encountered in the processing. It

is expected to issue messages regarding the illegal attempt to access

to the system displaying the caUSe of failure. In j:h1scase a user

can take necec.sary course of action, if po;wi!>le to validate his en-

try to the system through any means or help from the system authori-

ty.

Time termination routine of the software subsystem is expected to di-

splay messages showing the cause of cancellation on the system conso-

le as well as on the system printer.

2.4 INFO~TION BASE SOFTWARE SUBSYST~M ANALYSIS

This software subsystem is required to perfolCm the following basic

functions:

(i)
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(ii) Deciding policy for determining where and how informa-
tion is to be stored and who gets access to those inf-

ormation,

(iii) Updating, deleting and inserting of any information

if it is required,
(iv) Making to let a process have an acceSS to information

desired through appropriate access rights.

(v) Maintaining security and privacy of all information
,.,..,,.~J....

on the basis of each individual user71?sneed.

(vi) Productionof various reports including bills and

statistical reports.

2.5 BASIS OF INFOR~~TION

The information which are to be collected, preserved and.maintained

are of users' inform"Uon, controlling inforlll,)tion,job accountin'l

information, timer service information and billing information.

Information on User Identification

A user is easily identifiable to a system with the provision of some

form of user identification code. The user identification code

(user ID) again would be recognizable through the user's name and

address cataloged agalnst the particular user ID. A support would

have to be designed to keep the information regarding the user iden-

tity related to corresponding user identification code such that an

interpretive data structure can be provided in stored form within the

file system. The subsystem requires to be able to edit any field of

tJuchinformation.,:
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Certain class of users are to be taken into constraint for job accoun-

ting. Information ,on)system resou,rce"_~us-ag";s_~'.\)o:6a job are preserv-

ed by the operating system after each job step. I'erequired to main-

tain those information of job accounting which are directly concerned

with access controlling and billing purposes. We require to display

any field of information of job accounting for a particular user or

for all users or all fields of such information for a particular user

or for all users. Job accounting information is required to be summed

up for a whole period of a month so as to produce a monthly bill,

statistical reports etc. The updating operation of all users job

accounting information is requlred to perform at the end of a working

day so as to summarize information of the day.' However, the job acc-

ounting information maintained by the operating system is required to

be collected lJefore the updating procedure.

Information On Billing

Besides the information provided by the operating system, we would have

to accumulate information regarding the computer stationery usageS or
any other accountable information for billing purposes. All the infor-

mation for billing would be updated on daily basis and would be prese-

rved permanently on a file in ::lome form of dHtU !itruct:uI:'c. Fin~~lupda-

ting would be done on monthly basis with any additional information so

as to produce complete monthly bill for each class of chargeable users.
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The system authority would be facilitated to obtain,bill on all users

or any particular user at any time with'.::':>the recently updated

information preserved in the system files.

Users would be provided the facility to display their current billing

information with an entry of a set of control cards. Any particular
user can get access to obtain only his billing information.,',-

Access Controlling Information

According to the policy of a computing centre, some of the access con-

trolling information would have to be produced from user information,

job accounting information and billing information. Other controlling

information such as password and user identification code would have

to be provided during implementationof the software subsystem or thro-

ugh some means of software insertion procedure after implementation.,
No users would be allowed to change these fields of information except
the field for password. The chunging of pi:1~swordwould be possible

from a system procedure after successful access to the system.

The system authority would be able to display all users' status showing

all control information currently operating on each user's job. Certa-

in infolllldtionwhich refer to a group of users would not be allO\"cd to

modify for a single user unless a radical chdn'Je in policy might not

be taken to act for all users.
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2.5.5. InfODmation on Time Termination

An amount of time would be allowable for a user's job for processing

in the system mi,)htbe reqilir.ed/tobe preserved in .some - 'form.

Alternatively, we would classify users depending on time termination

such that certain classes of USl2r:3 would always be tnken into consi-

deration of time tcrmlnation. These information of time t.ermination

for certain classes of users would be possible to preserve in some

coded form for those classes such that it would be possible to flag

the condition of time termination of a user's job at the occurrence

of the specific code for time termination.

2.6 GENERAL INFOHMATION

In order to produce a bill we would require a table of charging rate

for each item of system resources, staticrlaries and any additional

itemq• These charging rate information would be required to be altered
by the system authority. The system authority would be able to display
the charging rate information if it is requested through sane procedure.

Again all the data-items of a informatioo require to be interpreted in

some explanatory form such that each data item for billing coUld-be re-
(8)cognized easily • The interpretive definition for each data item of

billing information would have to be printed against the corresponding

l

to interpret each data-item in their own way and be able to catalog it

billing charge in billing reports. The system authority would be able

into a system file. These information would also be modifiable if it

requires.
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3. DEVELOPMENTOF THEMANAGERIALSOFTWARESUBSYSTEM

3.1 lJESIGNCONSIlJJ:;RATIONSFOll '11IElJEVELOI'MEN'l'

This development takes the advantages of three entry points to the pre-

sent operating system fOr interfacing. One of the~try points is pro-

vided by POWER/VSas reader ~it option which is used to control

the access~?;n(L) the system and to guide the set of time termination ro-

utines.

The other two entries are provided by DOS/VS- one is for job accounting

purposes and another for job controlling purposes. The routines inter-

faced with the three entry points would remain in operation with the or-

erating system throughout the working hours. Communications among the

routines themselves and also with the operating system are made possible

abidin'g:.:by ~~~')some protocols and supplying some control information to
'. - --....,: - --

take necessary action by the appropriate routine among them.

READEREXITROUTINE

Protocols 1mposed by POWER/VSfor Headpr Exit Routine

The routine receives control from POW[;R/VSonly for OOS/VSJCL or PO,'i[;R/

VS JECL statement. Any JCL or JI:;CLstatement can be changed or deleted

and other statements can be inserted. The original statement is presen-
,

ted again byPOWER/VSafter each inserted statement. has been processed.
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When the reader exit routine receives control from POWER/VS, register 0
contains the address of the statement read and register 1 the length of
th~ :'>t;'\t~m(~nt. To rp.t:urn to PO\vl:;I\/V~t ", BR 111 in~tr\1cti.on 1.5 rCC('l.:tJ'p.d

to be issued. Between entry and exit,no operation may be performed th-

at might cause a WAIT condition for the I'O~"~I(/VSpartition.

The exit routine must not alter U,e contents of registers 10, ii, 12

and 13. Before returning control to POWt::H/VS,a return code in regist-

er 15 must be specified for necessary action by POWER/VS. P~1ER/VS

expects one of the following return codes :

X'o iJ Normal return; process this statement.

X '0 J Delete; ignore this statement.

X'o ~ Insert; process new statement, return original statement may

be inserted. Preceding every job control statement that has

to be inserted, one byte must be reserved. This byte is used

as an interface with the Po\/EH/VSmessage service when the job

control statement is incorrect.

Flush the DOS/VS job

.Flush the PO\/ER/VS job

When new statements are added (return code x'O 8 ), the address of the
;

statement must be provided in register 0 and itslengU, in register 1.. ,The length must be X 5 G

The routine must be re-entrant if it is called .from more than ene parti-

tionj and it must be self-relocating unless the relocating loader Option

is in effect~ See Appendix-~l for detail information.
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Different Design Considerations and Development of Reader
Exit Routine

User ID Validation

Either of PO\'/ER/V5JECL job name and D05/V5 job name would be treated as

a 'user identification code. Optionally, a user identification code

would be the first fixed 4 to 8 characters of maximum 8 characters for

a job name. The routine scans the statement containing user identifi-

cation code (job name) for extracting ,:~~) and then compares with

a table containing all valid users' identification codes.

A POWER/VS job card in keyword entry form looks like as follows:

,*$ $ JOB JNM =( X X X X X X"), CLASS c X, DISP=D, PRI= n .....•
v

POWER/VS job name or
User ID (in our case)

The letter-string ~ $ $ JOB specifies the statement as POWER/VS job

card and keyword 'JNM c' is helpful to locate the user identificat-

ion code which follows immediately •

.A DOS/VS job card, however, appears as follows

II JOB XXXXXXXX
\. _/

-y-

job name or

____________ ~ __luser ID (in our case)

The character string II JOB would lead us to identify the job card

and to extract the job name following with a space or spaces. The fi-

nal validation of a user's identi~y is confirmed through the checking
) -Iof the user"..:!supplied password. We have introduced a control statement
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which appears ase---------------------------------------------.,

/ ,II PASSWORD
~4 to 6 characters password

L ...l

where I I I PASSWORD I leads us to identify the card as password card
and the character combination following this is the password required

to -be tested.

As DOS/VS JCL starts with double slashes (II) in the 1st two character

positions, so it is deleted from the job stream otherwise the job con-

trol program would display it upon system console as well as on system

printer as an invalid statement making all secrets out and the purpose

of password would be spoiled.

Again, if we omit the characters 'II' before, in that case POWER/VS

would not transfer control to .readerexit routine for this statement.

The requirement of password checking is decided from a control bit af-
ter checking the user 10. The pass~ord extracted from the statement is

checked with that available in the table for the user as identified

through his identification code. An option of 4 to 6 characters pass-

word for the system is considered in the design of the reader exit

routine.

User access validation:
User access validation "is done through checking of some flags previous-

ly set by another processing rou.Une which only checks each user status

regarding the control information from system files and finally produc-
es a table for the reader exit routine, the format of which is presented
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In the case of an authorized user of free access, no fUr-

"

ther checking is done. But for other classes of users, level of autho-

rization' is checked, the corresponding decision for access is made by

the routine. If my one of the control bits is detected off, then the

job in not c'111ow~d to <JC't aeces!> for eXf'!Cution. 'l'hc control bits are

from the decision of checking of CPU time, minimum monetary balance and

expiration date of a user 10 for each user.

Job Scheduler queue priority set-up'

l'UI.ER/VS job statement contains options .for priority and job class as

we look in the following JECL
......,-~-----~-------,-~--"-----_._----.~-----------y

*" $ $ ~TOB JNM = Jobname or, CLASS = X, OISP = 0, Pin. n
user 10

(n may be 1 to 9 )

• •

-------- ..~-~-~ .. ---- _ ... ---------------------------------------'

A user has the ability to choose higher priority placing a high figure

from 1 to 9 for the keyword 'PHI III within a class of jobs. If the

keyword •PIU = • is omitted, the default priority would be 3. If a

dishonest user gives allopti.on.of high pri.ority f.or his j.ob, the job

,"chedul"" ta::!k.of l'UWJ:;H/VSwould 'let ilwlinct t.o proce::!::!lately ::;ul>mi-

tted j.ob earlier than any .other j.obs .of the same class in a partiti.on

scheduled t.obe run f.or tl1at class .ofj.obs. The c.ontr.olbit f.or the

priority suppression fr<;)1llthe tHule is checked and if the bit is found

on, then the priority option keyword is Searched out from the POWER/VS

job statement and if found, it is set to 3 by the routine. For autho-

rized users .of free access, the priority suppression is not performed

at all.
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Consideration for Time Termination

A control bit is tested for-timet/termination of each user's jab-

from the table. If the bit is found on, the routine then Search£s

the keyword 'CI>A~= from POWER/VSjob statement and picks up

the class option to store into a working storage. It would then

search for DOS/VS control statement •I I EXEC'. This statement

actually appears as follows

II EXEC Phasename-

or blanks
1----~---------------,------------,---- ---l

If the phasename of the EXECstatement is of a compiler or a language

translator, then normal return is made to PO&ER/VS;but in other cases,

a time information is stamped depending on the job class as shown

below:

_____ I_I__ EXEC p_h__as_e_n_am_e T__I_ME_=_nn_i_n_m_i_n_u_t_e_s1
This time information is extracted by the jab exit routine later for

necessary actions during the processing period of the job. The-reader

exit routine considers five different classes of jobs with different

or same TIMEoptions. If the job class does not fall in iini..one ;'f;. the~e
.~'-"""',,-,,-c-r"

.~~-"!1
C...,~;o> classes, the TIMEoption of the firstly defined class for time ter-

mination would be taken into play.

Authorized users ~f free access is not considered under the constraint

of. time termination.
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Handling Flush Condition at Job boundary'

Flush conditions (return codes X'OC' and X'10' ) at job boundary

(first card of a POWER/VS job) are ignored by POWER/VS. If such situa-,
tions arise.'.)!,in those cases, the reader exit routine would' find the

first available EXECstatement from the job stream and would stamped

a phase nameby the side of the statement such that the job wouldbe

forced to execute that particular phase whichwill cancel the job imm-

ediately logging a message for the cause of cancellation.

Fromthe functional point of view, the routine does not allow a user

to access~~the.system illegaly, suppresses priority-options of the

job scheduler and places information for time termination of a job•

. The routine responses with messages explaining the cause of its action

for each situation it encounters during its operation.

After the initialization of POVIER/VS, the first execution of the

reader task initializes the reader exit routine setting its table ~
o

control information after reading or fetching a file preNi~sly prepa-

red for its operation. The table .0£ control information remains in

the main memorythroughout the whole period of subsequent operations

thus making the reader task faster. The algorithm depicting the
,

courses of actionof the routine is presented in Fig. 3.1.



Reader exit routine. Test control information foe the user ID

Receive control from Reader Complete Security Date of Priority Execution Passwocd
CPU time

T ask of PO{i ER/VS for every authori- insuffi- deposit expiry check tiIuing dleck.
system control card. zation. cient. insuffi- reached. controlcient.

Load user IDs and control
information and passwords,
if not loaded befoee. Return.

Reset the flag, and
return with flush
request.

Is the flus\,flag on 7

No

Yes e
Reset the
Priority option
to default
value.

Return.

Identify the system control system.

2

DOS/VS
JOB

POWER/VS I EXEC
JOB.

3 4

PASS-
'ilORD.

POWEH/VS
EOJ.

5

Set flag, search job
class . option in system
card and save it.

Se~ passwoed test
flag. Save password
from list.

Check the user
ID with the list.

r:A.
If not found

Found

Fig.

Set flag for flush
and return.

ontinueu.

Return Return

w....•

- r
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f

/

Check the password option
with the system provided

one.

Reset ~~e password flag
, and return •.

Yes

Yes

I Return I

Does DOS/VS job card
fol.low PO.,ER/VS job card ?

Is password flag on ?

No

Test the timer flag
if on, is the phase
~a special phase 1

Nc
Imprint time option onto

EXEC card.

Imprint cancellation
phase name in EXEC
card.

Yes

Return.

5

.Is password flag on ?

No

Yes

8

Return

Return.

w
<Xl

Fig. 3.1 Algorithm for the development of the Reader exit routine.
-~- (
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JOB CONTROL EXIT ROUTINE

When a job is allocated a partition, for each of the job control state-

m81ts of the job, the supervisor always invokes the job control&~
<,;~program to process the statenent. Prior to processing the statement.

the job control program transfers control to a routine called job control

exit routine for any decision about the fate of the control statement fi-

rst obtained. Sometimes. this exit is used to control accesses to some

.system resources those are .too costly, sensitive and need to be secured

from public accesses.

In our work, we use this exit to control the processing of jobs under

the restriction of time termination. The routine would place a request

to the 'Supervisor for interruption after elapsing a certain amount of..) . ,

time of processing. That interruption would be handled' by a separate

routine (Timer interrupt 'service routine) after getting control from

the '~up~rvisor.

TIME TERMINATION

Timers and Clocks

Atime-of-day clock, two timers and a clock comparator are available as

standard feature in any mainframe.

In an installation with more than one CPU, each CPU may have a separate

time of day clock or more than one CPU may share a clock. The time-of-

day clock provides a consistant measure of elapsed time suitable for the

indication of date and time.
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The twotimers ••me is CPUtimer and o.tJ:er is interval timer. The CPUtimer

provides a means for measuring elapsed CPUtime and for causing an

interruption when a specified amount of time has elapsed. The

interval timer is a 32-bit word at main storage location 80. Like

CPUtimer it provides a means for causing an interuption whena

specified amountof time interval has elapsed. In a multiprocessing

system, each CPUhas an associated interval timer.

Suitable instructions, designating location so as an operand, can st-.

ore a value into or fetch a value from the timer at any time provided

location 80 is not protected against those operations. The data in"

the timer is interpretated as a signed binary integer. The updating

of the Cift-terval timer ..~a~~esjperformance degradation of 0.4%.

The clock comparator provides a means of causing an interruption when

the time of day clock has passed a value. specified by the program.

Interval Timer Interruption

All timer setting i)nstructions are privileged instructions and cause

privileged-operation exception if they are issued when the CPUis in

the problem state.

Those instructions are only executable when the CPUis in. the supervi-

sOr state and which is possible through call of SVCCode (Supervisor

service call).

However, DOS/VSadvanced macro-set contains a subset of SVCcall macros

ft>r interval timer service from the 'problem state. The DOS/VSsuperv:"

isor supports the handling of the request of interval timer setting
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from the problem programs.

The CPUtimer setting has been kept as a complete internal function of

the operating system, only fetching of the CPUtimer value can be per-

formed. Again CPUtimer updat:j.ng operation is completely independent

of I/O activity,h~~~artiti~n~,2?may be engaged for a period of
__r\

longer time interval for input-outputs though _~) elapsed CPUtime is

small. Our time;) termination process is ,justified with the interval

timer interruption.

The interval timer is' a 32-bit binary counter located at real main

storage location 80 with the follm.ing format

o
13
In the basic form,' the ccntents of the 'timer

I
are 2i:educed by one in bit 31

posi tion 23 every _1_ of a second. The interval timer causes an in-
300

ter~kl interruption with bit 8 of the interruption code of PSWset to

one and bits 0-7 of PSWset .to zero. Bits 9-1.5 of PSW(Fig. 3.2 ) are

zero unless set to one for another condition that is concurrently indi-

cat,ed.

Channel Mask I
Key 0 M W P Interruption Code

€> - 5 0,
. .

o 6 12 31.

I He I~ c_c_~ __ :_:_~_~__r_a_m ,I,- I_n_s_tru__ c_t_i_o_n_A_d_d_r_e_s_s 1
32 34 36 40 63

Fig. 3.2 - PSWFormat in BCMode.
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A request for an interval timer interruption is generated whenever

the timer value is decremented from a positive number, including zero,

to a negative number. The request is preserved and remains pending in

the CPUuntil it is cleared by an interval timer interruption _or reset.

The updating of the timer contents occurs only between the execut_ion

of instructions, with the exception that the timer maybe updated dur-

ing the execution of an interruptible instruction, such as MOVELONG.

Whenthe execution of an instruction or other activity in the system

causes updating- to be delayed by more than one period, the contents of

the timer maybe reduced by more than one unit in a single updating

cycle, depending on the length of the delay and the extent of timer

backup storage.

Timer updating maybe omitted when the I/O rate transmission approaches

the limit of storage capab-ility, where a channel storing CPUequipment

and operating in burst modecauses -CPUactivity -to be locked out, or

when the instruction time for READDIRECTis exoessive. The program is

not alerted whenomissionof updating causes the real time count to be

lost.

The timer value is not decremented when the CPUis not in the operating

state or when the rate switch on the system console is set to the instr-

uction step position.
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Interval Timer Interrupt Request Routine

••

We have added an extra feature with.the job control exit routine to

request the Supervisor for generating.an interruption after elapsing

a certain amount of time interval. The Supervisor transfers control

to a routine address which has been provided to the supervisor at

the time of interrupt request.

The design protocols followed for the software interfacing of the rou-

tine with the job control program is described in the following para- .

graphs•

The routine is coded in re-enterable codes, SVA elligible and resides

in the SVA. The routine .is able to modify the operands of the job con- .

trol statement. When the routine gains control, the following regist-
ers contain :

Table 3.1 Interface Protocols

Register Number Contents of Register

0 System identification character 'SOOS'
1 Address of Partition Communication Region
2. Address of Sysfem Communication Region
3 Address of Job Control Vector Table
.4 Address of buffer into which the job control

statement is loaded
14 Return address to job control Program
15 Entry point to job exit routine

., .
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Prior to returning control to job control program, the routine stores

a return code value into register 15.

a zero value requests .job control program to continue proce-

ssing the current statement as normal.

1 byte

a non-zero value- requests job control to process the stateme-

nts as if it were a comment.

The vector table(see table 3.2) containing the current job control

operation field is used for comparison only without any modification

of the table. The content of the buffer (into which the job control

statement is loaded) is possible to modify from the first byte to byte

71. After the return code has been set, control is passed back to job

control.

Table 3.2 : Vector Table Layout

1....
1
-o-p-e-r-a-t-i-o-n-f-i-e-l-d-.-----7-b-y-t-e-s-(-N-a-m-e--o-f-t-h-e-j-o-b-c-o-n-t-r-o-l-~l

I I

I statement). !
! II Condition Switches 1 byte I
I I
I Branch displacanent 1 byte
II Phase ID
1
1
1

I
f Total 10 bytes.

f ~

.From the funct'ional and .operational point of view, the following design

considerations are obserVed in the routine (See Fig. 3.3 for algorithm ).
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Interval Timer Interruption
request.

Receive control from job
control Program at the
occurrence of a job control
statement'7~

JOB

1\.e::>ctInterJiJ.l
timer and return.

Is the vector address
pointing

JOB, or EXEC 5 ta temen t 7

EXEC

Find the locationof EXEC
statement in buffer.-

Is there any option for
time 7

Yes

CC!lvert the ti.rne into machine
timeJunit .•

Request e1e supervisor for an
interval timer interruption'
to transfer control to a
pre-defined service routine.

s;:;t the tir;:'e and return.

NO

NO

Return.

Retun1

Fig. 3.~: Algorit~m for the request of an interval timer interruption.
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After getting control and then performing necessary initializations,
"

the routine searches for EXECoperqtion field from the vector table.

If the searching is suCcessful, the routine then c<nfirms its search-

ing again locating the EXECoperation field in\Jthe bUffer area for

job control statement. The next search operation extracts the time

information,ftotnl~:3 the statement which is expected to be impri-
'l\
Dted previously by the reader exit routine in the following form.

II EXECPhasename TIME~ nn

For each unsuccessfpl searching operation control'is transferred as a

normal return without any further processing.

After detection of the valid option for timer setting value of the
"'
Ckyword• TIME • operand, the routine request the supervisor for an

interval timer interruption through issuing an SVCof a macro instruc-

tion STXIT.The format of the supervisor maCrOSTXITfor interval timer

interruption to establish a linkage to an eXternal routine maybe given

as follows

[ Name) STXIT { ITJ ' {rtnaddr I (0) 1' {save area (1) }

Where 'rtnaddr' 'indicates the entry point address of the routine that

processes the interval timer interrupt services. 'Savearea' indicates'

an address of 72-byte, area in which the supervisor stores the old interr-

upt information and general registers through 0 through 15 in that

order.

, .
.._----~
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The address of the interrupt service routine residing in the SVAin

determined by issuing a LOADmacro and the address for the'savearea

location ,is selected in the associated partition of the' job under

consideration from the information available in the partition commu-

- nication ,r~gian.

The timer value is then converted into binary form of unit in second

and stored in general register 1. The timer value is then set by an

SVCof the supervisor macro instruction SETIME,the" format of which

used for our purpose is an follows:

[ Name1 SETIME { timer value' I (ll}

Before returning control to job control program, the field containing

the option TIME=nnis madeblanks so that the job control programdoes

not flag the statement as an invalid statement. Finally control is

transferred to the' job =ntrol program for normal processing of the

statemen t.

Interval Timer Interrupt Service Routine

This routine is a resident of the SVA(shared virtual areal, for this

we are able to provide the supervisor a definite address to transfer

its control for interrupt handling. Another reasonof loading the

routine ii' the SVAis that no free and perrncnentlyprotected are'a in a

partition is available for the routine to be resident during the proce-

ssing of a job. The coding of the routine is reentrant becalse the
- "

routine should be serviceable from all partitions.
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Timer Interruption service. )

Heceive cO:"ltrol from the Suoervisor
at the of the

.' v tor ,
o::currence rnterval~"
interruption.

~-tim'2r

.

.

Select an area from the associated
partition and build messages and r/o
control blocks and commands there.

Issue messages for termination upon
the system console and the system
printer.

Terminate procEssing of the
cO:lcerned job.

Fig. 3.4 Algorithm
with job

for servicing the interval timer interruption
t.ermination.
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The routine gets its control from the supervisor after the timer inter-

ruption. During this period of processing system protection key remai-

ns off, so any reference to a memory location outside the partition area

associated is treated as invalid address by the system causing cancell-

ation of the job for invalid address. It is not possible to issue meSs-

ages about the time termination referencing a message-area within the

SVA :;~resident interrupt" service routine. To get relieve from this

constraint of the operating system, the routine itself selects an addre-

ss in "DW boundary within the partition associated after fetching the

partition communication region. Starting from that address it builds

CCBs (command control blocks), CCWs(channel command words) and message-

area far messaging both upon the system printer and the system console

by executing a series of MVI instructiol1$ within the routine. Here in':

structions themselves build instructions 'in valid address area. Fina-

""lly channel programs are called with those addresses of CCBs for issu-

ing messages of time termination and the job is cancelled.

Fig 3.4 describes the algorithm for the development of the routine.

3.5 -.JOB ACCOUNTING

In an installation where POWER/VS i; supported for job accounting,

PQIoIER/VSkeeps all the information of job executions from the Supervi-

sor job account table to a file maintained by a task of P~IER/VS. Beside

this, POWER/VS keeps information of all facilities availed by a user's

job for' SPOOLing and queuing.' These information are also included in" the

Same account file.. The account file consists of five types of records.
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1. Reader account records.

2. List account rec oms.

3. Punchaccount records.

4. Execution account records

5. BSCline and SNAsession account records.

,Whether the process of job accounting is supported or not supported by

POWER/VS,a DOS/VSsupervisor generation option always provides job

accounting interface support for all partitions in the system. At the

end of each job step or job, accounting information is accumulated in

a table for that partition and can be processed by an interfaced rout-

ine, which must be either relocatable or self-relocating. Additional

support can be provided at system generation time to include the num-

ber of srO (start I/O ) instructions issued per device for each job

and job step. The'program to be interfaced to process the information

entered by the supervisor in the job accounting table must be cataloged

in a core image library with the name $JOBACCT.'If the supervisor sup-

po.rts relocating load, then the program must be relocatable, otherwise

it must be self-relocating in a multiprogramming environment.

Job Accounting Routine

Wehave developed a routine which col.lects' all types of job accounting

information from the accounting file of POVIE:R/VS.The job accounting

table only ccntains accounting information related to job execution

whereas the POWER/VSaccounting file contains all types of accounting

information including information to execution also. It is more logical,
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meaningful and appropriate to collect information from POWER/VSacce-

unting fi le to charge a user for his jobs processed in the system.

POIvER/VSaccounting file being a temporary on-line file requires to

be saved in another file if it becomes full or it is in its near capa-

city during the operation of POWER/VS.The saving of the file is done

from a POWER/VScommandissued by the system console operator.

The job accounting .routine collects the information from POJER/VSacc-

ounting file only for chargeable and accountable users amongthe all

classes of users, and save them in another file. As a result

unnecessary information are not required to save at all and thus it

saves space and processing time of those unwanted information.

From the design point of view, the routine follows the following

interfacing protocols:

(i.) The routine is to be cataloged il) a core image libr-

ary with the name$JOBACCT

(ii )

(iii)

The routine is self-relocating.

The routine gets control with in information in the

following' g61 eral registers

12 Base address for $JOBACCT

15 Address of the job accounting table

11 Length of the job accounting table

13 Address of the user save area

14 Return address to job control program

.,
(iv) The routine us"';JUOCS and saves its DTFinformation

and other controlling information in the save 3rea
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addressed by register 13.

(v) It transfers control to job control programafter

restoring all the contents of general registers.

Fromthe operational point of view, the routine getting its control

for the fi:-st time does Someinitialization works such as openingof

all files, saving of DTFsinformation for POWER/vs accounting file

and the job accounting file for job step to job step or job to jOb

communications, restoring of all control information including accou-

ntable user ID list in a certain table and positioning to the desired

records of the corresponding files.

For the subsequent control accesses to tile routine, the opening of the

files and someinitializalions points are by passed. After retrieving

a record from POWER/vs accounting file a comparison of the user ID

(POWER/vs job name ) found in the retrieved record is made with the

user IDs of the control table. This searching algorithm follows the

binary searching rule. If such user ID is found, the retrieved record

type is detected and consequently a separate record with the necessary

infcirmation fran the retrieved record is built and transferred to the

job accounting file.

The process continues until no record found condition is reached in

POWER/vs accounting fil,e for processing.

At this stage, addresses of the next record of POWER/vs accounting file

to be available and also of the next recording position of the jab ace-

ounting file are saved for later use as control information. Fig. 3.5

showsthe algorithm for the routine.
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Determine type of spooling,(Punch,Reude~
List) and collect. necessary infcrmaticll
from the record .•

Job Accounting

Load the list of User IDs into main
mamos;y £.r:om Job ac;co'U,nting c;:cnb;ol
file, if not loaded beforea

Posi tion t:1e job accounting file to
proper record from stored pointer.

Check user 1D of the retrieved
record with the user ID lists.

Found

Is it execution record?

Not found

/.~cb
o

Position the job accounting file to
proper record in the same way.

Read a recoDdfrom POWER/VS
file. I

Produce information "for next available record
addresses for b:oth job accoun ting [:fil\~a,'l.d
POWER/vSaccounting file. .

'-,

Store those information in a specific record.
of job accowlting file.

..,

.•...,..

End of file 7

No

Fig. 3.5 (Continued).
..;-~-.,..,.

Stop

.' ;'

or Heturn.

lJ1
W

.~:



Collect data and information
from the record related to
execution~

Collect information of the SIO
table and append them to privi-
ous informations. -

y

Determine the size of the
collected information for
record size of the job
accounting file •
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.full over a
soecified
llmit. Check whether i:.he job accoun-

ting file alarningly full.

CompleteFull.

Issue messages.

Write a record into 'the
job accounting file with
collected information.

Issue messages
and stop 01:

return.

fig. 3.5 Algorithm for jclJ accounting routine.
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An important point is that if the jab accounting routine is allowed to

be operati~ after each job or job step, it may cause execessive

overheads, an unnecessary burden on users, and also performance

degradation. If POWER/VS accounting file.is large enough to accomo-

dat~ several days' information, in that case, an off-line feature of

the routine with slight modification, is the better solution of job

accounting. A scheme of retrieval of information at the. end of a

working day might be suggested.
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION. BASE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of Information base software subsystem is realized.

on the basis of the following : user information (name, address,

class, ID etc.), job accounting information, billing information,

access control information and installation dependent control info-

rmation. User information are related to user identi~~ such as name,

designation, address, identification code, class etc. The identifi-

cation code and class of a user is supplied by the syste.n authority.

Job accounting information, as mentioned earlier, is based on system

resource usages. Billing information includes optional and additional

billing items, tables of charging rates and an interpretation table

for all charging items. Access control information determine the

level of authorization of a user and have been included in some combi-

nation of codes belonging to a class. Installation dependent control

information is related to number of devices operating in the system or

device supports generated to be operated in the system, number of par-

titions presently available for multiprogramming purposes and some

sorts of software supports from utility programms.

The development approach has been considered from three basic operati-

onal views;.cxeation along with implementations, editing or updating and

reporting of the base. The creation of information base includes all

initialization options, system requirements, installation"requirements,

and selection of file organizations for system files with their initia-

lizations" by the contents of the different control tables. These
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have provided a means of updating of the information base depending

on the requirement of the system.

It may be (#e<ii'iiI;~to reorganize the whole system to meet the newly

evolved demands or to serve certain convenient purposes for efficient

operations; this kind of design consideration has been included also.
-\:

f.'tJthetime of information base creation and also at the time of upda-

ting, reports are generated optionally on conditions of operations.

Optional reports requested by users to some extent, monthly or occasi-

onal bills, status reports, statistics etc. are produced on some opera-

tional cOnditions.

4.2 CREATION OF INFOPJ'1ATION BASE

The creation stage of information base involves procedures on file or-

ganizations and their -initializations, .data selections, data groupings

and structuring, designing and setting of control tables and planning

and designing of system .requirements. The following file organizations

are used- One permanent direct laccess file for controlling the over-

all managemEJ1t operation have been chosen for .frequent referencing of

some control information which are accessible through certain pre-defi-

ned keys; -two permanent indexed sequential access files, one of th€!ll

for user information and the other for job accounting and billing info-

rmation are maintained so as to make convenient access to a individual

record through a user identification code as key.

Control tables for the reader exit routine

and the job account routine _are provided into two separate sequential

files on regular basis depending on the information available in the
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aforementioned permanent files.

The file system maintains the integrity of all information of the base

without any redundancy of information except in few cases where a reco-

very from damage or destruction is vital for the system.

DIFFERENT SYSTEM FILES AND FILE ORGANIZATION

Control Reference File

It isa specially handled direct access file in which records are made

.available through keys preserved in a certain area within the file it-

self.

Normally DASD architecture and its system routines provide a key-area

for each physical record. ISAM takes this advantage to accesS a physi~

cal record, first through some index areas forlocating the key

and the record position and then acceesing the record for processing.

The criteria of ISAM which diverts us to design a specially handled

direct access file are _

__ Keys of an ISAM file must be presorted in ascending order during

its creation,

ISAM would not tolerate any type of deletion of keys,

reorganization of the file is required for efficient operation if

.frequent deletion is made.

Another point is that the control reference file is a low volume file

and in most cases, it would be required two levelc?~access rather than

three level ~~ access in an ISAM file.
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. Address-1 Key-1 Address-2 Key-2
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Date record-1

Data recor:d-2

-

.

•

,

Key area .

Do to area

r

Fig. 4.1 C.ontra1Reference file Organization. en
\J)
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The control reference file is divided into two distinct areaS cOne is

key area for keys where relative address of physical records are kept

against keys for accessing the data records and the other is the data

area where various control tables are kept (see Fig. 4.1). Optionally

the-record length is possible in the range of 160 to 960 bytes for all

types of reaordsof the data area and the key area. The keylength is

possible from 5 to 10 bytes and all addresses of physical records al-.

ways are of 4 bytes i.e., a full word. The data area contains class

tables, class code interpretation tables, device table, partition tab-

le, phase table, charging rate table, input format control table and

Some additional system control tables. Each table is ;ccessible by a

unique key (preassigned).

User Identification File

This file is an indexed sequential access file, its prime data area

contains the information belonging to user, indentity such as user

class, user ID, name and address. The information in this file is

expected to subject to less alterati,on and modification i.e., the file

is more or less permanent, only deletion and insertion of records is

expected for de-enrollment and enrollment of a user into the system.

The layout of a record of the file is given in Appendix-) X •

Records -are made available using the character combination of user

IDs as keys. The number of characters in a user ID is a optional fea-

ture of 4 to 8 characters. The first byte of a.record is reserved

far flagging the status.of the record, specifically logical deletion

is performed setting the delete code X'FF' into this byte~
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Accounting and Billing Data File

The combinedin:formation on job accounting and billing are the major

constituents of the records of this file. The file is an indexed se-

quential access file, records of which are madeaccessible using user

IDs as keys. Besides, it contains information related to user autho-

ri'zation and the level of controls on user access to the system. A

record layout of this file is presented in Appendix-X considering

a one-partition system. Dependingon the numberof partitions in a

system the record size is to be chosen to accomodateinformation of

all partitions.

The job accounting information contain jab execution account informa-

tion of each partition, reader information, list information and pun-

ching information generated by PCWER/VSfor each task for a particul-

ar user. Additional billing information on stationaries and other

.relevant billing information are also included. Insersion and dele-

tion of records are possible for this fi Ie in the samewayas in the

case of the user identification fi Ie. Updating operation on a reco-

rd is possible for all fields except the field for the user 1Dwhich

is used by ISAMfor its internal control operation. Different types

of data-fields would be updated by different updating routines depen-

ding on requirenents and purposes of each individual routine. Reor-

ganization of the file is required if the file is burdened with the

logically deleted and inserted records.

. '.
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Reader Control File and Job Account Control File

Reader control file contains records related to access control in con-

cise and decisive form such that when the file cootent wouldbe trans-

fer red to the main storage area of the reader exit routine it occupies

less space and hence faster execution of the routine is possible during

control operation. Fig. 4.2 shows the cross-section of the file CCH1te-

nts.

Unit control information
.A..

user 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B Password User 10 • ••• 0

(if any )

Control bits
.~ ....If. •

bits.

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

7_

B-

Conditions implied

-user of free access

-time termination

-job priority suppression

-password protection

-Expiration of user 10

-Provision of minimumbalance

-Provision of CPUtime

-Unused (maybe used for paper limitation)

Fig.4.2 Cross-Section of a record lay-out of Reader control file.
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.The file is created on regular basis from the information available

in the accounting and billing data file am also from<JJs;9ne co-

ntrol tables. The nature of the file is trans.iert and each time the

whole contents of the file is prepared always with completely new

information.

Jab account control file contains a collection of user IDs of the

users, who are to be considered for charging and billing far process-

ing of their jobs such that only information of these selected users

can be collected fromPOWER/VSfile. A cross-section ofa record lay-

out is given below:

User
ID-1

User
1D-2

.... ' .

Selection of user IDs for jab account control file is decided from

somecontrol information found in certain coded forms in class tableS

which expl:lcitly describes whether a user is chargeable or not. The

file is created always fran the current information available an regu-

larintervalsuch that last enrolled USer be considered for inclusion

into the file.

SYSTEMROJTINESFORINFORMATIONBASECREATION

Control Reference File Set-up Routine

Initializations of the control reference file are performed by this'

routine through resetting the record zero. (capaci ty record) of each

track of the disk extent ass.igned for the file. All the trad6 are

,
•
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then reflected as empty tracks from both logical am physical point

of views. Ari algorithm for the development of the routine is shown

in Fig. 4.3.

After receiving response from the system console for the record length

Of the file, the routine formats the whole file area with the speeifi-

ed record size (160 to 960 bytes) with blanks as fill ~haracters for

the records. The routine itself determines the number of records and

tracks in the file for mappingpurposes of its key area. It seeks re-

sponse for keylength of the key area from the system console and conse-

quently determines the .rumberof records CCT"/~-:')required fer key area,
~~,~ ~

thus dividing the same file irito two logically distinct areas-key area

and data area.

The foll ""ing mathematical formulae are used :

If

RT = total number of records in the file

RD = total number of data records

~ = total number of records required for keyarea.

L = record length in bytes
R

~ = Key length in bytes

NK = Numberof keys possible to be stored in a record,

then,

Total storage requirement for a key

= Key length + Numberof bytes required for the address of a

record.

= ~ + 4; (4 bytes of storage are required the address of a

record - of which the first 3 bytes are for track address

and the last byte is for record number).

.,



Setting un the centrol referei.ce
. file.

Initialize the disk extent
assic;ne,d for t:....e ccni;.rol reference

file.

Reset the recor.d zero of each
track of the extent and count
on the number of ...tracks.

Accept record size fo~
the extent.

Format the e.xtent with that
record size treating the blank
as a fill char~cter~rd dete~-

c
mine 'the numbe.:.:'of records
possible wi thin the extent.

Accept key size to build a key area
or index.

Divide the extent into a key area to
access data records ~ld a data urea'
to be accessed b~ the keys of the }:ey

area.

Accep"'.:. Zyste..ll acce:::s password,
produce a record cont.aining the
password and information on the

file.

Store the record as ~~e first
record of the data are to be
accessed by pre-defined key.

J

Fig. 4.3

8\
Algorithm for setting up of the control reference file.'

't'-"'-'";'" ."!, ,
: ~!

.,

'"lJ1

, i



Therefore,

NK ; Integral part of ) ..
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To determine the number of records required for key area, we have

RT ; RD •• ~

Again

RD NK X
~

Hence from (1) and (2), we have

RT ; NK X
~ •• ~

..

••

(1)

(2)

or, ) (if no remainder exists) •• (3)

; Integral part of ~( ----NK .•1 ) •• 1

(if any remainder exists )

After determining the number of records required for the.key area,

it calculates the address of the first record and the last record of

the data area and then completes its mapping operation bf placing

the addresses of the records in sequence into the key area leaving

key fields, as blanks against the addresses. The routine also stores

some important control information into the first available data re-

cord against a key '$SYSM'. The record layout is shown below:

1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

key length

record length

total number o.frecords

total number of records required for keyarea



17-20

21-24

25-28

29-32

33-36

37-40

41-44

total numberof tracks

total numberof tracks for keyarea

reCords/track

keys/record

password (for system access)

address of the first record of data area

address of the last-record of data area.
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These information are used by the subsequent routines for cross-eheck

and also to take certain decisions in their operations.

Class Specification Routine for Control Option COdeS

Users are classified according to their needs of interactions with

the system and also to the requirements viewed by the systan autho-

rity. Control over users and users'jvb; different billing constrain-

ts for users and level of authorization of users can be put in the

coded form into the claSS tabl es for actual" regulating works. To

serve this" objective we have suggested a set of numeric codes from

01 to 64 (See Table 4.1).

Anycombination of these codes"can be assigned to a class as per re-

quirenent and thus a number of classes can be generated from differ-

ent combinations of these codes. Besides the system dependent cont-

rol codes, 15 optional and additional billing codes _areprovided to

serve the specific need of -the system authority.

The idea of specifying a user class with different code combination

technique provides a flexible, program independent and above all,



installation independent means for control over uSers to meet the

system demand.

TABLE4.1 Control Option and Bill codes

1. CONTROLPURPOSES
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CODE

01

02

03

04

05

07

08

TO SERVEPURPOSEFOR

Reader exit check

User of free access

Tine termination

Priority Suppression

Password control access

Expiration of ID control

Check for minimum balance

Check for allotted CPUtime

2. BILLINGANDACCOUNTINGPURPOSES...

(a) Stationeries etc:

CODE

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

To Serve purpose for

Stationeries

data modules

tapes

diskettes

papers

Cards

card punching

consultancy. fees .etc.

fees for library etc.

any other stationeries.



(d) PCNlER/VS list spooling

CODE To serve purpose for

33 list spooling

34 number of lines printed

35 number of tracks required

36 number of pa:pers printed.
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TABLE4.1

(e) POWER/VSPunch Spooling

CODE To Surve Purpose for

37 Punch spooling

38 number of records punched

39 number of tracks required

(f) POI'IER/VSReader Spooling

CODE To Serve Purpose for

40 Reader spooling

41 number of records read

42 number of trackS required

(g) Additional items
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CODE

43

44-48

49

50-64

To Serve Purpose for

Utility phases

5 u,titity phases

optional i terns

any type of 15 optional items.

To catalog these coded information in error free condition" a

developing algorithm for the routine.



Yes

No

Yes

Produce reports.

Build a key for
the class and
::itore the table
in -;:h e cent['ol
refer-e.'1ce fj.lc.

Is the table empty '/

P.Cset all chal"'".\ged
conditions ..

L

No~ ,-

~ Is the class
~::.y p.c-esent ..?

Are 7:~,e

fOj' the

yes

Yes

Is there any tabular
entry f:>rthe o1'tion

Accept L~e control for
~ubcommands RDROPT,
BL..f..x,c. He '.:05 ,E1 LLST •.
EILPUN, bILRDR, BILPHS,
EILADL.

For valid case 7, include
the codes in a tab".ein
'a table in main s::orq.ge.

NoDEFTEL

Yes

0:.

Save the class entry in _
main storage to ~tore the
L~t~~ded table against

the class. I

Is there any class
deijnitio:l on the
same card ?

Get a card if end
of file occurs

stop.

Identify the statement.

To define a class
table.

@
~

~ .. ,.
J

Fig. 4.4 Algorithm for defining user class tables.
a:~ /-. ,i
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The following instructions have been designed to guide the routine

for setting up a table for a class.

DEFTBL define a class for the table

RDROPT reader exit control options

BILSTN bill options for stationaries

BILEXC bill options for execution

BILIOS bill options for start I/O COUNTS

BILLST bill options for the listing task of POWER/VS

BILRDR bill options for the reader task of POWER/VS,

BILPUN bill options for punching, task of POWER/VS

BII.ADL bill options for additional items

FINISH termination' of code entry

After validation check of all code entry, the routine builds the table

in main storage arranging the codes in sequence and also builds a key ,

in the form •$CLSXI (wh'ere character X is for class X ) against which

a record would be mairitained for the table to be cataloged in the co-

ntrol'reference file.

With a sirgle execution of the routine, lot of classes can be defined

and cataloged with the precondition that all the keys for the corres-

ponding classes be available in the cont;'ol reference file.
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Code Interpretation Routine

The different codes assigned to a class recpire to be defined in scme

interpretive form. These code interpretations are cataloged in ling-

uistic form against each code so that .any report on codes can be

generated if it. is required at any time for analysis. During the

production of bill, each code interpretation statement would be used

instead of each corresponding bill option code to explain the bill

item. on which the bill has been made.

The code interpretation routine produces tables for code interpre-
~,-.•" ..•• " -" - - --;'"

tations and catalogs them in the control reference file '-cwitn:.i" keys
~.:..-_.

for all tables. Tables are formed from the statements used as in-

put to ~:the,) roo tine for each =de and its corresponding interpre-

tation message{no longer than 37 character~ A develQpment algori-

thms is presented in Fig. 4.5 The coding looks like as follows :

DEFTBL

CODE= 01 MSG= 'READERDiECK,
CODE= 02 MSG= 'USEROFFREEACCESS'

CODE= 10 MSG 'DATAMODULE'

CODE= 27 MSG= 'DISK lOS ,
••:.

FINISH



Is the table empty 'I

Get a card if end
of file occurs

st.op,.Get a card if e~d
o~ file OCCU~s,~top.

To build code
interpretation" table.

No

Is the ccrnmand
DEF'TDL~

Yes

Reset different
Test flags.

cf.

messages.

Identify the
command.

CODE.

Check the val+dity
of the code.

If valid

Accept the interpretation'
character string against
the code frot':l the same card
and store them in a table
in the main storage.

cf.

FL"'TI.sH

Store the table against
predefined keys into
the control reference

fileo

Prepare reports on
different code
interpretations.

;;;:

,
I,

Fig. 4.5 Development algorithm for building the code interpretation table.

~,
,
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In error free case" the ~outine hreaks the formed logical table into

several number of tables toacGomodate each of them in a physical,

record of the control reference file. The logical structure of a

cross-section of tte table i's sho-wn below :

01 READER- EXIT CHEO<

Code (2 bytes) ...
Flag byte

40 bytes

02

Each fragmented "tc.bles are cataloged in. the control reference file

against a set of keys, the form of the~ is as '$MSGX', where X may be

from 1 through 9.to F.

Input Format Design Routine

To create the user identification file and the accounting and bill-

ing data file for the first time, a specific formatted data. inpu-

ts for different users are processed by different routines. The

format information to be used by those routines are cataloged by a

routine previously in the control reference file. Tne format cont-

rol table cD.ltains information on data formats and the length of

each data items.

"For each user fmr EO-character records .alE. required of which the

first three are fixed-f<rmatted. The last one contains all option-.

al fields except the fields of the user class and the user rD. The
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data input forrrat table is shownin table 4.-2

The routine works interactively from the system console seeking

response for the all optional fields of the last data record and

for the length of a user 1D and also for length of password. The

generated format control table is cataloged in the control refere-

nce file against a key '$1NFM'and a report is produced at its

execution showingall the data-items and their entry-sequences and

formats on to paper. Algorithms followed to the development of the

routine is shown.in Fig. 4.6

TABLE

Record-l

4.2 .Data Coding Format for a User

1 .n=cord. no.

2-40 'user name

41-80 -
..
address line (1)

Record-2

1 record no.

2-40 address line (2)

41-80 address line (3)

Record-3

1 record no.

2-40 address line (4)

41-80 .address line (5)



TABLE 4.2

Record-4
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1

2

record no.

user class

user ID( 4 to 8 charadters)

password 4 to 6 characters)

"

ID expiration date "

Prelirrdnary security deposit"

CPU time allotted ".

number of data modules "

number of '\apes "

number of diskettes"

number of sheets of paper "

number of cards •

number of records punched"

any fee like consultancy"

any charge .like library fee"

any.additional charge"

Any of these items can be set to zero length if it is not

required at all in inputs.



Design of input format table.

Accept field lengths for user 10,
password, expiry date, security
deposit, CPU time and so on from
system console.
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Check whether the record
length for all fields exceeds
80 characters.

.No

Produce a report on record
layouts of different data
fields for a user.

Yes

Reset and
retry.

Fig. 4.6: Development algorithm for building the input format table.



Routine to Design Device Table, Fftase 'l'illle and
PartitiaJ :rable.
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.." --""\ .
Among'all)other control tables, we require the device table, the

phase table and the partition table.

The-<:levicetable includes all the system I/O devices of an insta-

llation in the formof installation codes. The safuetype of device

are groupedtogether and their installation codes are placed togeth-

er against an option code for that particular device type •

The phase table contains' only namesof five utility or service

program:s

ing them.

- -- - -----;---;.
those are restricted and subjected to 'chargihg,for call-=~
The entry sequence of the phaserare considered as the

sequence of the phasenames for accounting, billing and reporting.

,Thepartition table contains numberof partitions and partition IDs

of all possible partitions within that number. These wormation

are used in deciding the record size of the accounting and billing

data file so as to accomodate the information for all 'partitions.

Fig. '4.7: shows'the format of the abcve three tables.

, .
J . ;, ,

"'''-
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(a) Device Table

9 Y

{ *" 27 160 161 *" 28 280. 281 282 *'
~

Installation codes of the physical devices

- device typ.e code

fla b te

(b) Phase Table

I Phase 1 1_. __ p_h-,a_s_e_2_

1+8 byte -.1

Phase 3 I .. . ?

(c) Partition Table

No. of part1t1onS( n 1 Y

nn BG F1 F2 F3 .. .. .~
.~ '-- ~~

Partion IDs

i bOnar form

Fig: 4.7 _ Record layouts of the device tab~e,the phase table and

the partition tab leo



To build the device table, the phase
table and the partition table.
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Accept the number of devices and device
code of each type from the system console.

Build the device table and catalog
with a key into the control reference
file.

Accept the names of
be restricteeD}fom

console.

othe phases(j;o
-)the system

Fig. 4.8

Build -the phase table and catalog with
a key into the control reference file.

Accept the number of partitions and
the partition IDs from the system

console.

Build the partition table and catalog
with a key into the control reference

file.

Development algorithm for building the device table,the
phase table and the partition table.
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~.
A routine has been developed to work interactively (frOio'the system

console for building the tables and also for cataloging them into

the control reference file. The algorithms for the development of

the routine is shown in Fig. 4.8. For each type of the devices

(disKs, tapes ••••• etc), it accepts inputs for number of devi-

ces of each type and then s~lects working storage dynamically to

accomodate them. From the response for each type of all dey ice

installation codes, it builds the table and catalogs the table

.against a key •$DVCT'.

Interactively, from the inputs for the phase table and t;[>epartition

table, it builds the corresponding tables and catalogs them with

keys '$PHST' and '$PART' respectively into the same file. In

all.stages of the execution of the routine, it checks the validity of

of all inputs so far possible.

4.4.6 Charging Rate Table Design Routine

A routine has been developed to catalog the information regarding

the rate of charging of all different items in the form of tables

where each bill option code, its total unit quantity and its char-

ging am01.mt on that unit quantity are placed side by side (Fig. 4.9)

'* 10 Unit
Quantity

Unit
Charge

-*
bill option code
an astrisk ahead indicates that the
following this, two characters comb-
ination is for bill option code.

Fig: 4. 9:A cross-section of a charging rate- table.
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The bill option codes of system resources ranging from 19 to 32

are related to execution of job in different partitions and are

subjected to different charging methods depending on the facilities

and priorities implied for different partitions. ,Thesepartition

dependent charging and costing tables are cataloged under different

keys associated with the partitions. Other partitim independent

bill optioncodes, unit quantities and unit charges are cataloged with

the partition dependent charging items of the ,back-ground partition.

The coding to quide the routine is as follows :

DEFTBL

CODE = 19

CODE = 20
I
I
I

••••'FINISH.

PARTITION = BG

UNIT = 1000 PUC = 300

UNIT = 500 PUC = 150

Where the key term 'PUC' is an acronym Selection,oflper unit charge'.

Like all other codings for table buildings, it is free formatted

with blank(s) as separa1Pr among the keyword items. Validation

checks such as syntactical forms, codes and numeric fields are

-,,

also made., For any partition, a single table which has been,formed,

is fragmented into a number of small tables so as to accomodqte them

in each record of the centrol reference file. For cataloging each

fragmented table, a key is designed in the form '$CPPX', where

'PP' is the partition ID associated with the table and 'X' is a



)

--.:...~-L '-.

..c:.

To build charging rate
Table.

~ get a. card, if end
of file occurststop.

Get a card if end
.0£ file occurs,

stop.

Is the command
•FINISH~ 7

es

build keys
parti tion ID

Cahlog tables
into the contol
.reference file.

No

No

Is the code. ent...':ior
the unit or the' per
U:riit ch~:.ge missing
invalidi~7Yes

No

Yes

Is there any partition
entry?

( Is the commandlEITEL?

Yes

Save the Partition ID.
Include them in a temperary
table. in main memory.

Fig. 4.10 Development algorithm for building ~le ChargDlg rate taoles.
C>

""
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character from 0 through 9 to F. The algorithm for the development

of the routine is shown in Fig. 4.10•

.4.4.7
,--1"--'-

Routines for Creation and Initialization of the User
Identification file and the Accounting and Billing
Data file.

A number of routines are involved in initialization, input valida-

tion check, data pre-processing with alignments and reorganization

for creation of the user (identification file and the accounting and

billing data file. The whole procedure is.divided into three inter-

.dependent stages (Fig. 4.11).

A. Data Processing and preparation:

In the initial stage of the procedure, a single routine is involved

to do the following tasks which have been implemented in the design

of the routine.

(i)

(ii)

Loading of control tables and the input format control

table and the partition table.

Determination of record size of each file•
.' For use identification file,

record size = 1 byte (reserved)+

1 byte (user class) + 8 bytes (user ID) +40 bytes

(user name) + 5 X 40 bytes (user address)

For the accounting and billing file, record

j
j

I

Size = 1 byte (reserved) + 1 byte (user class) + 8 bytes

(user ID).+ 6 bytes (password) + 8 bytes (date of

expiration )+ 4 byiEs (minimum balance) + 4 bytes
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(CPU time allotted) + 9x4 bytes(stationeries etc.) +

n x 12 x 4 bytes (partition dependent items) + 7x4

(spooling items) + 5 x 4 (phases) + 15x4 (option items)

+ 4 bytes (CPU time so far used) + 4 bytes (Total amount

so far billed) +4(total CPU time expensed) + 4 (total

amount billed amount)

when n = number of partitions.

(iii) Reading of input records (4 records for each user)

accor ding to the data coding format table (see Table

4.3) •

(iv) Data validation check, and conversion.

(v) Formation of two records in two work areas in the main-

storage and restoring of them in two intermediate

.files.

B. Sorting of the files.

In this.case a routine performs the sorting operationof the two

-i

I
i_I

'intermediate files in collaboration with the system sort/merge phase.

To guide the system 'sort/merge phase, it does the following tasks :

(i) It loads the sort/merge' phase using LOAD macro to call

an.' SVC service .:-LOAD SORT, lead point (0).;where load

point address is determined from the content. of the

partition communication region with 36 bytes displace-

ment where uppermost address of the current phase is

preserved.
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(iil It prepares control statemEnts for the operation of

the sort/ mergephase. It collects the length of

,
-/

uSer ID from the input format control table andplaces

it for sort key field length. It also calculates the

record sizes of the files and uses themin record len-

gth control fields •

(iii) It uses both the pre-sorted and the post-sort exit

facili ties so as to use the samefiles as sorted out-

puts.

(iv) In two steps for the two files, it produc"s twosorted

files overlaying the prev:ii6Us_'intermediatefiles.

c.

In'the final stage of operation of the procedure, a routine !Jas

been developed to transfer 'the contents of the two sorted intennedi-

ate files to build two ISAMfil~one is user identification file and

'other is accounting and billing data file. The criteria of its design:'

are as follows :

(i) It determines the record size and the key size for the

ISAMfiles.

(ii) It r:ebuilds the DTF-tables for the ISAMfiles to aI)act

'the effect of the record sizes and the key sizes. To

do this, the routine goes through a lot of decisive

computations for the different control fields, of an

ISAMDTF- table (See Appendix-VI).
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(iii) After selection of the different control fields of

the ISAM DTF.- tables, the ISAM file creation system

modules sets up the files and with proper record size

and key length, and loads the two files with the res-

pective contents of the two intermediate sorted files.

(iv) ISAM loading errors such as duplicate keys, condition

of end of extents, hardware failure, if occurs, are

also reported at the time of its execution.

[Q]
,

OR

/

"

~

,

/
/

"

""
,

/

Data selection and
- Data preparation

•• Sorting Operation
I-

/
on User IDS ~

.

. ,••
Initialization and

~ Loading of ISAM files

,..

"-

~

....•.

/

"

,

Q-~",-
O~/,-

Fig: 4.11 : ,Processing Sequences
Identification file
file•

for Creation of the User
and the AccoUnting and Billing data'

..j



4.4.8 Creation of Reader G:mtrol file and Job AccountingControl
file
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'Controlling operation of the reader exit routine is governedby the

contents of the reader control file. The controlling information of

the file is provided by a routine from the information available in

class option tables and in the accounting and billing file.

The routine during its operation loads the class option tables in

overlay mode(always keeping the numberof tables not more than tv,o)

from the control reference file and sets the accounting and billing

file (ISAMfile ) for sequen~ial modeaccessing.

After setting a record for a user from the accounting billing file, it

fetches the user class and the user ID, then from the class table for

the corresponding class, it tests the existence of the control codes

(0 2 to 08 ) and sets the corresponding control bits which are evol-

ved from somedecisive operations. Referring to Fig. 4.12, the algo-

rithmic steps for the determination of the reader control information

can be given as follows.

(i) , I
a1-'-""C1and B 1 1"11 1 1 1'1 - C1-{;9

(ii) If b1 exists, then B'1' ,_C
2

~

-J
-I

(iii) If b
2
exists, then B<O • C3

(iv) If b3 exists, then B'O' ••. C4

(v) If b4 exists, then a2 ~C10f.B'o' - Cs
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\.

User class

(iJ. A portion of a user record.

( ii) .Key

~

4F'lo ,10 ,I 11_1 " ~
( iii) A class table

(a) Retrieval of Class table from the information of the class bytes.

a

1
7a

1
6a

15
a

1
4a3

I
a2
I

a

t, I I , .
user pass- Expiry rnininum CPUtime CPUtime Total
ID word date balance allotted spent

"
dues

" "

(il. A portionof a user record showing control information only.

b b b3
b b5 b6 b7/1 I 2 I 1
4 I " I I

[EJ 03 I 04 I 05 I 06 I 07 I 08 I J \
(ii). a cross-section of" a class" table showing control. codes only.

"

(b) Building of a record of the reader control file.
Fig. 4.12 : Algorithmic Steps for Reader Control Information.,

c c c c c c c c c
. 11 . I2 " I 3 I 4 15 I6 I 7 cp I 9 I 10

Duser ID ~ password [

(ij;) A section o"f a record of the reader control "file.

1
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(vi) If b
S

exists ,ktoday,s date is higher, then B'0'--C6

(vii) If b6.exists and if a4
<: ' ,a7, then B 0 ••C7

(viii) • ,
"CaIf b7 exists and if as ~ a6, then B 0

These cantral bits and passward (if any) are. set against the user ID

and finally a recard farm is produced to, transfer into, the Reader

cantral file.

Nan-passwarduser IDs are alSo, stacked along with the passward partitian

user IDs, the distinctian amangthem is madefram the setting of the

passward cantral bit. In the caSe of nan_passwarduser ID, the next

user ID immediately fallaws its cantral byte, leaving no undefined

spaces. For transition fran ane user ID to the address of the next

user ID far reader exi t routine, the first .recard of the file is

provided with the length of user ID and the length of password.

Far cantrolling the aperationaf the jab account routine, the jab .acc-

aUnt control file contains anly user IDs of the users who,are accoun-

table, chargeable and cantrollable.

The sameroutine tests the class option codes of a user in order to

find any codes related to CPUtime allotment, having of minimumbala-

nce and bill constrain~ts for job execution, it wauld ,then include

the user ID in a recard af the said file. To facilitate the binary

search operation of the job accaunt rautine, the first record of the

file is provided with the length of a user ID (Fig. 4.13).
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(a) Control codes for setting job ~ccount control file.

D ET81
• I

at least any
one of 07,08,
09,19,26,33,
37,40;43, ..

:.:~xists.

'''-.

EF03

.~...•'.

(b) A portion of a record of the account-
.ing and billing .file.

(c) cross section of a record of job account control file.

-I

j

Fig. 4.13 Selection of user.IDs for job account control file.
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5. MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENTOF INFORMATION BASE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Different managementand maintenance operations would be required

upon the information base software subsystem. These operations are

updating, editing and reporting of information

sorting, summarizing and reorganizing of information

authorizing, classifying and checking of users' activities.

A group of routines are involved to, materialize the tasks of manage-

ment operations. Only the system authority is allowable to perform

all types of managementoperations after accessing the system,through

a predefined password. Only the reporting operation is possible by a

user whocan get formatted printiIY)of different centrol informatioo

and also accounting and billing information concerned to him.

Provisions have been made to produce backup of the whole informatioo

base and to restore of the base in new forms and formats.

5.2 UPDATING, EDITING AND REPORTING OF INFORHATIOO BASE

The information of the accounting and billing file are always sub-'

jected to modification for regular updating operation from the in£6r-

mation collected, by the job account routine and also from the infor-

,mation pertaining to different billing items. Besides these, enroll-

ment of newusers and termination of old _users cause the insertion
-~-~"'-

of newrecords and the deletion of old records depending on the type

of requirements.
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The infermatien centent,ef user identificatien file is net subjected

to. medificatien except in someextreme cases. Newinsertions and'

deletiens of recerds are pessible en the file depending en a user's

enrellment o.r terminatien.

Reperts en user identi~y and o.ndifferent billing and acceunting in-

fermatien are pessible to. .generate fer a single user er for a speci-
____I

fied baa"t\o.f users_er for all users ~"any periedical basis ef time

er at any time. List ef users (with their IDs in accerdance to the

class), statistical reperts, reperts en individual user's infermation

and on a user's status are also possible.

Different centrel tables ef the centrel reference file are net left

waiting fer modificatien. In any case, whena medification er an

alternatien is requred, a new table is to. be created to. everlay the

o.ld ene existing in the file. Before deing this, the contents ef that

specific centrel table maybe displayEd. Pro.visiens' fer such routine

have also. been develeped.

5.2.1 Editing Operatien on Central Keys of the Centrel Reference
File

I
-i

~
--'~,

The centents o.f key area ef the contrel reference file are net permi-

tted to.-alter by the different routines which access the area fer

retrieving the existing infermatien er fer replacing the eld informa-

tien within the data area so. as to. previde. securi ty and pretectien o.f

the system infermatio.n from any damageer loss frem any cause o.f mis-

handling. Hewever, a reutine has been designed carefully.to. handle the

updating eperatien en ke,ys including inserticn and deletio.n of keys
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which are possible only from the system console•

. The first available control table which is used for cross-check and

.bODstingup operation contains information on the file structllre(and

system access password) and hence are not subjected to modifcation

by any means at all.

The routine during its interaction from the system console goes thro-

ugh all possible stages of editing operation~:

(i) building of system key~\ and insertion cr them.

The keys starting with the letter '$' are considered

system keys.

(ii) building of optional or general purpose key areas and

insertion of them. The optional keys are with .any letter

except the letter '$'.

(iii) deletion of keys. (system keys or optional keys)

any key to be edited is required to be Gltered from

the keyboard of the system console.

Fig. 5.1 shows insertion and deletion techniques in schematic .forrn.

The routine itself generates a report on its different operation -

including which keys are inserted or deleted under respective headings.

Reports on existinil keys and on.empty spaces for newinsertion for keys

are possible to obtain by another independent routine. This routine

against each key displays the address of the data record accessible

with the keys; any routine can. access the record directly with this

addres if any type of servicing is required in someextreme cases.
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F3 KEY FOR INSERTION 7
System
Console.

FILE.

lDATAf AREA.

I

• •• ,} KEY
AREA.

ADl KEY AD KEY2

AD3 KEY4 AD4

ADS AD6

./--2

I
I. .,

1

I
I
I
I
1

1

I

I

Main Storage

Fig. 5.1 Insertion of a Key in Control Reference file.

Note: In the case for deletion, the record containing the desired
key is brought in main storage, the keyfield is set to blanks
and the record is restored again.
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5.2.2 Editing and Reporting of User Identification Infonnation
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",Modifications of any data item of a record of the user lidentification

file is possible :except the user identification code which is used

by ISAM for ccntrolling purposes. However, this are handled by a

separate routine discussed later (section 5.3.1.)

fields are considered for editing operation.

The following

(1) Name (maximum 39 characters),

(2) First address field (maximum 40 characters)

(3) Second address field (maximum 39 characters)

(4) Third address field (maximum 40 characters)

(5) Fourth address 'field (maximum 39 characters)

(6) Fifth or last address field (maximum 40 characters)

A routine has been designed to serve the purpose from the following

instruction codes:

ACCESS

MODIFY

USERID ~ user idmtification code'

NAME ~ user name
ADFLD1 ~ first address field

ADFLD2 ~ 2nd address field'

ADFLD3 ~ 3rd address field

ADFLD4 ~ '4th address field

ADFLD5 ~ 5th address field

RETURN
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The modification request is accepted for a user if all the fields

entered for that user are valid from the instructiOn 'ACCESS' to

'RETURN'. The instruction 'MODIFY' has been kept optional and the

others have been mandatory but all of them are kept free-formatted

with a blank as a separator. Fig. 5.2 shows the way of handling a

name, field for modifications.

ACCESS USERID ='ETC1'~

~

ISAM Key: lET 0 1 f

NAME = 'JOHN'~

.':T ET01 T JOHN I •..

I
I
I..

.~

I

JF ..1ET01 I JOHNY 1...
.

Q)
I I

I
I

~ I
I

I
Ic

I..

Q)

~

I JoHN

1 1 JOHNY[] E T 0
I
I

(2) MODIFY

,

EJE T 0 1

(3) .RETURN

t 1)

CY Selection of ISAM access key
Q) Access to the record
G) Retrieval of record into main. .

stora.ge.
Q) Modification of the field
(5) Restoration of the record.

"

Fig. 5.2 : Editing of user Identification Information.
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Managementworks may require list of all users, a specific band of

users or a single user of the system. A routine has been designed

to produce the report for this purpose from the control statements

stated below :

(1) DISPLAYALL

(2) DISPLAYID1 "TO _ ID2

(3) DISPLAY ID

In the case of the second =ntrol statement the first user ID must be

lower than the next one in alphabetic sequence. Non-availability of ~~

user ID in the file would cause failure of the process for type 2 and

type 3 control statements. In a single execution of the routine of

each, of the control statements maybe repeated for any times.

5.2.3 Optional Data Set lipdating of the Accounting and Billing File

(i) ,

Except the system resource usage information, the accounting and bill-

ing file contains information on optional billing items which require

regular updating. Twotypes of updating operatiol"$ are accepted for

design and development of routines.

Summationof each new data item with each corresponding

existing one-- and

(ii) Replacement of existing data items with the corresponding

new data items.
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The updating operation is divi,ded into four steps for effici'ent,

error free, protected and secured operation an the file (see Fig.5.3).

~. Data selection and preparation

Following points maybe mentioned in this step:

(1) To select which data items are to be updated and to

identify each inputted data item in two-card inputs

for each user, wehave chosen the first card of the

input stream as the table for option codes for data

items. The sequence of the codes is consid:ered,tobe

the sequence of the data entry for the codes. Vali-

dation check for the table of option codes is dcne

considering at least a single blank between two con-

secutive code fields. The contents of the table is

transferrred to an,' intermediate file.

(iD Following the code table entry cards, a group of two

cards is considered as an input for each user., Each

data item is considereq to be separated by at least

one blank from the neighbouring ones.

(iii) '1'0 ascertain the availability of a record for a user,

the job account control file is loaded into main stor-

age, then each user ID of the first inputted record is

tested against the contents of the file in binary sea;;'

rach algorithm.
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Processing:
:Code validation check
:Data validation check
:Data Conversion
:Restorationof them to~')tape .
0). .

;
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Sorting:
:Reading ot (3),Skipping code
table.
:Sorting with user ID.s
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,j. .
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from (5) into (4).
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I

I t' _ ...J,------------

,
I
I
I

.1
I
I

I

I
I
I,
I
1
I

( 4)

Error
messages

( 2)

Accounting
and
Billing
file.

Fig. 5.3 Schematic flow Diagraffifor Optional Data-set Updating.
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(iv) Each of the data items is checked and converted from

EBCDICform to binary to accomodateeach of them in

a fullword storage.

(v) Alongwith the user ID all the =nverted data items are

grouped to form a record which is transferred to the

intermediate file.

In C3.seof any errors in any form the set of records

found to be mistaken are displayed. Missing of a data

entry for a code is considered as zeros and any excess

entries are.ignored.

B. Sorting of Intermediate file in ascending order of user ID:

In. the second step, a routine is developed to invoke the system sOrt!

merge program to perform the sorting operation. Features of the rou-

tine is stated below :

(i) it prepares the. cCX1trolstatements required to control

the operationof the system sort/merge program.

it supplies all the records of the intermediate file ex-
•

cept the first record code option tables to the sort/

merge program.

(iii) It collects sorted records from the sort/merge program

and accomodates them on the someintermediate file over-

laying the previous contents but without destroying the

:<,
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code option table.

For its interfacing with the sort/merge program, it
is to obey certain rules and conventions imposed by

the system sort/merge program (see Appendix-I).

C. Actual updating operation for the accounting & billing file:

The following steps are in the operation :

(i) The routine developed for the updating operation,

selects its type of updating operation either of the

replacement and the summation of the items from the

system console.

(ii) The routine accesses the accounting and billing file

only for the records to be,updated, brings them one

by one into main storage, performs the update operation

from the information of the intermediate file under the

control of the code information of different fields

which are to be updated.

(iii) The updated information is transferred to a dUmmy file

rather than to the accounting and billing file.

To retrieve the records from the ISAM file, it is

required to rebuild the DTF table for the file•
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D. Restoration of the updated records

In this step of operation, a routine has been developed to rest~e the

record contents of the dummy file into the reepective record location

of the accounting and billing file from where it was retrieved for

updating.

5.2.4 Resource Usage Data-set updating of the Accounting and
Billing Pile

System resource usage information is collected by the job accounting

routine.in a job accounting file. These collection of information is

summarized with those of the resource usage information for each par-

tition in the accounting and billing file. Referring to Fig. 5.4, the

following operation steps are described:

(i) The first step of operation is performed by a routine

which invokes the system sort/merge program after defi":'

ning and designing the necessary cCl1trolstatemB'ltsto

guide.the programs (see Appendix-I).

Sorted information wit~ user IDs lessen the time requi-

red for accessing to the ISAM accounting and billing

file for the succeeding processing routines.

(ii) In this step, a routine has been developed to perform

the actual updating operation.
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!. 1 ~

.
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:Restoration of them in (S)after
necessary Upddting.

I
I------

--- --1
I

~ ,
Restoration:
:Restoration of updated records
from (S) in (3).

( k)

( S)

Dummy
file.

Control
reference

file.

Fig. 5.4 ~chematic flow diagram for resource usage data-set updatingo
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The routine loads:

lOa) the device table- to update information for I/Os

of each specific device,

(b) the phase table-to update information for phase

call of each specific phase, and

(c) the partition table-to update partition dependent

information on parti tionwise within the same record.

From the user ID of a user found in each record of the

sorted file, a record is brought into mainstorage from

the accounging and billing file for updating. After up-

dati~ the record in the main storage with the informa-

tion found for a user (it may be one or more records),

the record is transferred to a dummy file.

Four types of records of the sorted file are handled

by the routine, the record-layout of them are shown in

Table 5.1.

0-.

__ .-- _0. __ --- ---- -
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TABLE 5.1 : Resource-Usage Record Layout

(a) Execution Account Record

107

Bytes

00-07

08-15

16

17-20

21-24

25-26

27-28

29-36

37-40

41-44

45-48

49

Description

Date infonnat specified at SYSGEN
(mm/dd/yy or .dd/mm/yy).

Current POI"iER/VSJobname.

Record Identifier.

Number of lines spooled

Number of cards spooled

Number of pages spooled

Partition ID in EBCDIC Format

Phasename

CPU time elapsed in a job step; counted in
300ths of a second
Overhead time; elapsed time not charged to
any partition, in 300ths of a second.

All-bound time; system wait time divided
between running partitions, in 300ths of a
second.

SIO tables : 6 bytes for each device specified
.bySYSTEM Options, two bytes for device address
(El'CUU), four bytes for countof S ios.

Format

a

a

a

b

b

b

a

a

b

b

b

b

-
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(bl List of Account Record
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-
Bytes Description format

-
00-07 Date in format specified at SYSGEN a

(mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yyl.
08-15 POWER/VS job name a

16 Record Indentifier a

17~19 Reader device address b

20-23 Number of Records read b

24-25 Number of tracks for input storage b
.•.

(cl Reader Account Record

Bytes

00-07

08-15

16

17-20

21-22 ..

23-26

27-28

29-30

Description

Date informat specified at SYSGEN
(mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yyl

PO'I'IER/VSjob name

Record Identifier

Number of lines printed

Number of tracks for output storage

Number of extra records printed

Number of pages printed

Number of extra pages printed

format

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

b
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TABLE 5.1

(d). Punch Account Record

Bytes Description Format

00-07 Date in format specified at SYSGEN a
(mm/dd/yyor dd/mm/yy).

0B-15 POWER/VSjob,name a

16 Record Identifier a

17-20 Numberof records punched ,'t,

21-22 Numberof tracks, for output storage. b

23-27 Numberof additional cards punched b~

(iii) The final step is the restoration of information of the

dummyfile into the accounting and billing file, is start-

ted' by a separ,ate routine after successful completic:n

of the execution of the preceeding routine. It replaced

the old records of the users' associated with the updating

new ones of the dummy fil_e.

5.2.5 Updating of Access Controlling Factors and Fo::matted'Bill
Production

Here, we would like to present different design and functional consi-

deration of three importantroutines.

A. Twocontrolling factor updating:

Among'the different controlling factors, the control of CPUtime and

the checking for minimum'balance require constant or frequent updating
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of the user information, canputing tt total CPU time and costing of

system resource usages at the same time. As these type of processing

is an overhead element, it is proposed to be performed at the end of

a working day. A routine has been developed for the purpose. The

following design and functional points are for the routine.

(i) It loads :

(a) the partition table- to access in the charging

rate tables for different partitions and to

access the different data fields of an accounting

,'andhill-ing 'rec9rdfor ~ach parti tion~- - " ..~.. .- .
(b) the charging rate tables- to form a contigious

single table by merging all of themfor costing.

(c) the device table and the phase table for 'costing.

(ii) It accesses the accounting and billing file in sequential

modefor retrieval of a record in main storage. Fromthe

class field, it brings the, corresponding class table in

memorynot overlaying the old ones if it has

(iii>

in memory. At least on;,class table is kept in main

storage.

The CPU time information for all partition are added

and stored in the field for total, CPU time.

(iv) With the charging rate table in main storage and from

the class option tables, for the user, total charge is

computedfrom the reCorded information for the users,

and is stored in the field for total billing charge.
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(v) The record for that user is again transferred to the

Steps (ii) to (v) are repeated for all users.

B. Billing:

All the chargeable users are supplied with bills for different res-

our~es and stationary usages in relation to their computing and proce-

ssing of their jobs into the system. Bill for a specified band of

users or for all users or fora specific user would be generated dep-

ending on the request to the bill routine. The bill routine follows

the step (i) and the step (ii) of the routine discussed in (A). In

addition,.~.)it follows the following steps:

(~) With the charging rate table in main storage, the

routine calculates total charge for .all the billing

item codes found in the class option table to.bill.

for the data items of a record of the accounting and

billing file for.a user. Fig. 5.5 depicts the process

of bill calculation.

(ii) In addition to loading of the other tables, the rou-

tine loads all the code interpretationtables in the
;'f.

:f'?,;rm of a single table by merging all of them._

(iii) For reporting, it accesses the user identification

file with the user ID of the user, it prints the

h'ameand address fields in consecutive lines.



( i). Class option table.'

Bill Unit per
option quantity unit
code. charge.

0001 0100 11

I
a b

( i i 1., Charging rate table.

Total units- for item of bill code 10.

0005 0010
I

C
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x = Total charge for bill option code 10
0005

X 0100 = 500
0001

(a) Computation for a bill.ing i tern.

Fig. 5.5 (Contd):

( i ii) accounting and billing
record ..
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t\l>.Accounting & billing record.

til. User identification
record.

User class
User ID

;;.-Name

Address field-1
Address field-2

. i

Bill option code
Code interpretation.

DATA MODULE SUPPLIED

<h,. ;;
No of '~;,~P~e-r~unit
units." charge ..---

Total
charge.

/
8

o

DATA HODULE SUPPLIED

(b) Report generation for billing

Fig. 5.5 : Production of bills.

o

-;
0)

c

o

b
oj

@
'. x
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(iv) For each billing item, it prints the code interpretation

along with total quantity, unit charge and.:- . .. - ~ .'.3J
'-.:.._- ~------.. ~.. -, - - .

, .~, -.. " the total ch'arge. Total billed~

amountalongwith all possible breakdowndependingon the

no. of partitions SPOOLingJ~tationeriesetc. associated

with their individual totals are displayed.

(v) Step (ii) to Step (iv) maybe repeated for all users.

c. Resetting of system resource usage information:

After producing successful bill from the accounting and billing file,

the existing information on system resource usages are required to be

set to zeros so that they are not included in the next billing process.

The developed routine for this purpose resets those fields for a speci-

fieduser or for a specified band of users Or for all users.

5.3 AUTHORIZATIONOFAUSER

A user is. regarded to be an authorized person if he is provided with

a user ID, someother control and access information which are known

to. the system. Dependingon control and access information. level of

authorization is classified and hence it can be sUbjected to modifica-

lion if required. This type of modification on level of authorization

can increase or decrease facilities to a class of users depending on-

the nature of modification.

In course of managementon the developed system, there wouldbe the

requirement for enrollment of newusers into the system as well as ter-

rnination of old users from the system. The enrollment requirement is
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handled through insertions of new infonnation into the existing base

whereas the idea of termination is materialized through logical dele-

tion of the relevant information from the base.

5.3.1 Modification and Termination of User Authorization

The major control and access infonnation are user 10, password, date
\

e !of tennination, minimumbalance, CPUtime allocation'for a user. Any

one or more or all of the information can be changed with newrepla-

cement to the respective itemr'~
.J

In the case for modifcation on user ID, as because a user ID is used

as an ISAMkey for accessing ISAMfiles, an insertion ", is madewith
'"-...:..----"

new USer ID through copying other information from the old record with

necessary modifica.tions for th~ present case. The old record is made

unavailable through logical deletion.

A routine has been designed to work for the purpose from the control

of the following two instructions:

(i) MODIFY USERID= User 10, NE"WID= new user ID

PASS"WD= password, CPTM= CPUtime

allotted, SCDP= Security Deposit,

DTMN = date of termination,

CLASS = user class.

( 11) DELETE USERID= user 10, PASS"WD= Password

CPTM = CPUTime,. SCDP= Security deposit,

DTMN = date of termination.



~ser cl~ss

~ E'£Ol I Harne

U:::;c:r!cc:ntification
record.

I

1.16

[user classm ET01. I passwordU
accC'0.nting and billing
record .•

IY Password

(a) Modification of a user authorization on the class of L,e U5er~

~ Reservsd byte (blar:J::)

DELETE USERID c ETOl

RescrJ"ed ,byte
lISAt1 delete code X'FF')

(blank)

:,
/

ETOl Name ET01. Password

(b) Termination of authori=~tion of a user.

Fig. 5.6 Schematic diagram for dealing with user authorization.
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In the case for modification, all the changes are replacement opera-

tion. In the case for deletion, delete on request for single entry

of the Keyword 'USERID= • causes termination of user authorization.

If other keyword operand exists in deletion request, the user autho-

rization is not terminated. Deletion of password causes the exist-

ing password to'be replaced with blanks whereas the deletion of oth-

er factors turns their value to zeros.

Both of the function calls are acknowledged for maximum two input card

image entry, the second of which is searched if the first one is ended

with a comma as the last character entry. All the operands of the

both functions are optional except the case of user-ID, because, with-

out user ID it is impossible to access the relevant records for user.

Every changes are done by retrieving the records from the identifica-

tion file and from the accounting and billing file into main storage

and then they are transferred to the respectivepositian into the

respective files (see Fig. 5.6).

5.3.2 Enrollment of New Users

Expansion of the base is a regular practice to provide storage for new

users. To provide storage for additional information of new useo, the

storage left in the base is made available to them. 'In any case, if

no space is available.within the existing base, then extra storage

area for the base is required to be provided for .successful processing.

To perform insertions of records, two procedural steps are.followed

by two independent routines.

I
r".
)~
'\!\
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The first routine for this case is the first routine discussed in

section 4.4.7 for the validation check of the inputted information

and recognition of different data items within the four card image

'~)input for a user.
v

The second routine performs the insertion operation (sorting opera-

tion is bypassed) of the contents of the two intermediate files to

the respective ISAM files, one for user identidications and the other

for accounting and billing purposes. The insertion in an ISAM file

is depicted in Appendix-V.

5.4 MAINTENANCE AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES

5.4.1 Reorganizationof ISAM files

Excessive percentage of logically deleted records and excessive inser-

tions-of~riewrecords in~the file over-flow area are the two main causes

of performance degradation of ISAM file processing. As a remedy to

this set back, two routines have been designed for reorganization of

the two ISAM files (user identification file and other accounting and

billing file).

(1) , In the.first step of the procedure, bothISAM files are

dumped into two separate intermediate files excluding

the all deleted records.

•
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fILA (existing version) "'" Input
FIL~ (ncw version) .., oulpul

OPEN FilA FOR
SEQUErHIAl
PROCESSING

OPEN FILS
.IN
lOAD MODE

R[AD RECORD
FilA

OPEN FILA FOR
SEQUENTIAL
PROCESSING

OPEN MFILE

R[AD RI:COIlD
filA

HEAD III C0l10
MFll r

WRITE RECORD
FILB

CLOSE
FILA AND
FILS

yes

no

WRITE RECORD
MfllE

CLOSE
f-llA

yes

no

WRllE HECaOO
FllB

CLOSE
Mrll [ AND
I i1 II

no

Fig•.5.7 Two Generalized Methods of ISAl''l file Reorga.~izatio;).

. ,
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(ii) In the second step of the procedure, all the contents

of the two intermediate files are restored into two

separate ISAMfiles either overlaying the existing con-

tents or creating newtwo'ones in different areas of a

disk or disks.

The selection of two step procedure presents the damage

or loss of contents of the two ISAMfiles if any abnor-

mal terminal occurs during processing. The process of

reorganization is described in Fig. 5.7 from general

point of view.

Backing up the Information base

The task of backing up the information base is handled by a'routine.

The design and the functiomlconsideratiOl1llfor the routine are as

follows:

(i) The routine creates backup" in tape I/O mediumin

variable unblocked file structure which is due to the

vaned record length of different files.

(ii) The routine saves the todays' date and ,time in the

first record of the baCkuptape.

In the same record it keeps Somecontrol information

such as record length, key length far the control

reference file.
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Following the first record, the whole control referen-

ce file is dumped. Then, identification file, the acc-

ounting and .biliing file, the job account control file,

the reader control file and the jab accounting file

are dumpedin sequence but each of them are .separated

with the end of file marker record and the file control

record.

5.4.3

(iv) The routine also provides the option for backup any

file of the base.

Fig. 5.8 depicts the backing up schemeaQdplan for

the information base

Restoration of the Backup

To restore the backup of the file groups. a routine has been developed.

in which the following functional points werelconsidered•.
\,---~

(i) For restoration of each file contents, it waits for

response from the system console whether the restor-

ation of the file of the dalE foundis required at all.
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File descriptor record

Control reference file

End of file record
.

File descripter record

Identification file

End of file record

File descriptor record

Accounting and bills file

End of file record

File descriptor record

Job aCCOlli'""lt control file

End of file r.-ecord

File descriptor record

Reader control file

End of file record

_File desc~iptor record.

Job accou!1ting file

End . .of flle record

Backup contents of the .Information base for the whole
file gro\.;p.

date of Time of File File Record Key length
bac!':up backup CODE Type Length (if any )

..~

(b) Contents of a file descriptor record

Fig. 5.8 Backing up Scheme and Plan fc::::- the Infer-motion base.
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(ii) It retrieves information from the file control record

(a) to identify the file

(b) to identify the type of the file

(c) to get the record lergth and the keylength if

required.

It restores three types of file, sequential, direct

access.and indexed sequential. ISAM files are res-

tored considering the third byte of the records as

the starting byte of the ISAM key.

(iv) If record length .isnot mentioned (zero record len-

gth) in the file descriptor record for the direct

sequential file, the records are restored in

variable length format.
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6. DISCUSSIONS,CONCLUSIONSANDiUGGESTIOI£FORFUTURE'.-lORK

6.1 RESULTDISCUSSIONSANDCONCLUSIONS

A generalized software system managementcontrol mechanismhas been

developed to meet the need of an installation requirement irrespec-

tive of its system configuration •. For enhanced and extended system

functions and facilities, the suggestions included:

the automatic online controlof the allocated time for a jab

. of a specific class through. the installation of timer interr-

uption. This mainly facilitates the 'job scheduling task of

'the operating system.

enhancement of some job control cards for offering user inter-

faces to use the timer interruption. In this case, a probable

conflicting definition of a class and the time should be cont-

rolled by system managementsoftware.

extension of the user authorization parameters to access the

system. The extended parameters may include

(1) the verification of the CPUtime used by a user with

respect to the total CPUtime allotted.

" (ii) the accounting information.

(ili) verification of the total paper used by a user with

re.spect to the total amount allotted to him.

To reduce the extra overhead on users, these parameters

'were suggested to be' processed semi-online.

The above suggestions for. the system managementcontrol mechanismis

. realized by..developing. an installation independent software. system..
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Besides, an installation independent billing algorithm is suggested

and the software programs have also been developed to handle any type

of optional data items required to be billed.

Different installation dependent information like as I/O devices oper-

ating in a system, partitions for multiprogramming available in a sys-

tem, are kept completely separate from the program As a result any

minor changes of the system configuration would not require any modifi~.

cations of the programs. Only new tabular entry of the relevant info-

rmation is required to be made available to the programs to readjust

themselves with the recently configured installation.

The protection and the security control measures for the system have

been incorporated within the system itself in Various ways. Among them

is the g.uard against loss or destruction of information due to sudden

power failure. If any type of such failures occur during updating ope-

ration on a file,.restarting of the process may cause erroneous result

if there be any additive updating operation on any field. Such typEPof

updating operations are suggested to be handled through two or more job

steps, of which the first step always creates a temporary file with the

updated records after being retrieved from the related system file. In

one of the subsequent steps.,.the contents.of the temporary files are

restored into that particular system file.

Different design and technical considerationcwere made for system opti-

mization from both operational and management point of views. One imp-

lementation of them is the sharing of codes from the different partitions,

in the case of timer interrupt request routine and the corresponding

timer service routine,.which are on-line with the system to render
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services .tor any partition. Both of them are residents of SVA, as a

resul't,access time to fetch them is minimized. This type of logical

attachment of the different partitions with SVA resident phases also

minimizes excess memory requirements for them.

The on-line management operation by the reader exit routine to restri-

ct unauthorized user accesses has been optimized through using the pre-

viously set control information and loading them into main memory for

faster reference. Without accessing into respective system file to

take decisions for a user's job, the routine is receiving prepared

information, which have been previously decided. The on-line feature

of the job accounting routine maintains different pointers to access

the proper set of records of p,owm/vs accounting file as well as its

job accounting file between its transition from one job step to ano-

ther job step or from one operation to another operation. '1'0search

only for the char'leableuser within the PoWER/VS file, binary search

algorithm has been employed for faster convergence of the searching.

In the case of information base management, different operational and

design features can be mentioned which are related to optimization.

The selectionof different file organizations for different categories

of information, such as'ISAM files'for faster referencing any records
for a user or any particular records for a particular band of userS,

waS very much important. Direct and faster references to the differ-

ent control information necessitated the use of direct access organi-

zation for the control reference file.
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From the operational view of the information base subsystem, optimiza-

tions are realized through execution of different independent routines

in overlay mode demanding less memory and invokation of different

system phases on-demand basis thus keeping the static memory require-

ment_smaller. As for example, the invokation of the system sort/mer-

ge in some cases,which would be only required if the previous data, . /

validation check is successful.

In some instances, abnormal terminations from program check interrupt-

ionsare recovered in ~omecases of the operationof certain routines of

the information base software subsystem during their processings where

it was felt to be essential. In the case of bill production for diff-

erent users, any type of data exceptions occured from a.user account-

ing and billing record, are bypassed, the processing then are conti-

nued for next users.

Above all, source codes of all the system programs have been designed

in assembly language. Because of its closeness to the machine langua-

ge, it requires much less number of machine instructions than for a

high level language to per~orm the same set of objectives in a process-

ing. Interfacing with the operating system, handling of timer conditi-

ons, and processing of different. commands were not at all possible thro-

ugh high level language codes.

'!hesoftware system has been developed in the computer centre- of Bangla-

desh University of Engineering and Technology, Dhaka. Its different com-

ponent programms were tested under separate simulated environments in

their developing stages and in final, their collective operational effect-

nesses has been tested in real environmental conditions•.
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6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

.Future work on enhancement of.the management operations of DOS/VS or

DOS/VSE system, either as an extension of the present work or as an

independent work may be suggested as follows :

(1) The presently developed software can. be modified so that

the system itself can be resident of a partition throughout the whole

working period controlled by DOS/VS (or DOS/VSE) supervisor and POWER/

VS (or POWER/VSE). In this case, the supervisor must support multi-

tasking and the program/)coding must be modified to handle different

tasks of the management work.

If the probable execution time and the nature of the jobs( either CPU

bourrlorI/O bound) are available, the job scheduler can be made capable

of balancing the system loads for efficient operation.
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(3) In some instances, it is found that some of the jobs after

execution of several hours are required to be cancelled by the system

operator bece~e of some unavoidable situations such as the ending of

the working day etc.

Handling of this type of situation requires a software procedure such"

that in the following day or in later time, those particular jobs

c"an be started from the respective point of termination of their

processings.

,,
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APPENDIX-I
( 25)INITIATING SORT/MERGE FROM AN EXECUTING PROGRAM

The user's executing code ,~lnitiate execution 6f the sort/merge

program'by issuing a LOAD macro instruction for the first sort/merge

phdse (named SORT) and branching to the entry point returned by LOAD.

The sort/merge program must execute in the same allocated part of the

partition as the user's code, and must be loaded on a doubleword bou-

ndary. Interface requirements are described below :

Register Contents:

When the sort/merge program receives control, it expects"general regi-

sters 13, 14, 15 and 1 to contain the following information :

Register 13 : This must contain the address of a nine-doublewood area

in which the sort/merge program can save the contents of the user's

registers.

Reoister 14: This register must contain the address in the user's

coding to which the sort/merge program will return control upon co~

letion of sort/merge functions.

Reaister 15: This register must contain .the address at which SORT has

its entry.

Register 1: This register must contain the address of a list of

required parameters. The format and contents of.the parameter list

are described in Fig. A-1.

r'" ',-,.,

\
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.

PLIST DC A SORTor MERGEstatement)

DC A RECORDstatement)

DC A INPFIL statement)

DC A OUTFIL statement)

.DC A OPTIONstatement)

DC A MODSstatement )

DC A ( Branch table for Phase 1 pre-loaded
us.er routine.)

DC A ( Branch table for Phase 2 pre-loaded
user rou tine).

DC A ( Branch table for Phase 3 pre-loaded
user routines)

DC A ( Return code halfword)

DC A ( ALTSEQstatement or AQTTconstant)

DC A ( OUTRECstatement)

DC A ( SUMstatement).

DC A ( INCLUDEor OI'JIT statement)

SORTeD DC C'SORTFIELDS =(1, .24, 01, A)

DC C'WORK= 4 '

Fig. A-i: Sample Coding of Parameters and Control Statement
Image.
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Parameters Passed by the Sort/Merge Program

When a user routine .receives control, it will find that the sort/merge

program has placed addresses in general registers 1, 13, 14 and 15.

These addresses are described below:

Register-1: This register contains the address of a list of address con-

stants. Each of the address constants, in turn, points to information

required by the user routine.

Register-13: This register contains the starting address of a save area

nine double words long.

Register-1S: This register contains the address of the first instruc-

tion of the branch table'for the phase being executed.

Register-1,

Address
Constants Parameters of

Records.

• • .. I'--_.- - _._-_._---"--

I I
I .-,1
r --- -- .....•- ----4 I

I. I I
I I

: I
I

1
~ __ -' j- .-- - - ,- -, - - - - ..,., "

I

Fig. A-2: The General'Method for Passing Parameters •

.".' '.
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APPENDIX_II

- JOB ACCOUNTING INTERFACE FEATURE(24)

-A DOS/VSsupervisor generation option provides job accounting interface

support for all partitions in the system. At the end of each job step

or job, accounting information is accumulated in a table for that part-

ition and can be processed by a user routine, which must be either re-

locatable or self-relocating.

Additional support can be provided at system generation time to include

the number of SIO (start I/O) instructions issued per device for each

job step and job. The job accounting table for each partition is then

extended to the additional-fields 15 and 16 shown in Fig. A-3.

The user program to process the information entered by the supervispr

in the job accounting table must be cataloged in a core image library

with the-name $JOBACCT. -If the supervisor supports relocating load,

then the user program must be relocable, otherwise it must be self-re-

locating in a multiprogramming environment.

Important data for the user's job.accounting routine are passed in the

following general registers:

12 Base address for $JOBACCT

15 Address of the job accounting table

11 Length of the job accounting table

13 Address of the user save area

14 Return address to job control.
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" £

~'

<;• Contems~
u 5; •<; >-~ 6 m

1 0-7 8 Job n"me. B.byl"o cha,acter sHing t"ken trom
JOG cil/d.

2 8.23 16 User Inforrrnl<On. 16 characters 01 infoffT\<Jtion
taken hom The JOB card.

3 74 - 25 2 Panition 10. BG. J:4. F3. F2, or Fl.

, 26 1
Cant':~1Code. Refe. to DOSIVS Sr-,..iceabiliry Aid. and
DCbu!J9ing Procedures. GC3J-5380.

5 27 1 Type of ReCO:'d. S" job W:lP; l ; last sti!p of job.

6 28 - as B DaHl. mmtdd/yy or dd!mm!yy depending on
supervisor opt ion.

7 36. 39 4 .bo. Step SU\<1Time. Ohhml'llssF, where h hours.
. m minu\('s. s seconds, F i$ a sign (in r,lcked

decirTl.',' form.:'l\\.
,

G 40. 43 4 Job Ster SlOP Time [in same lor 1TL1I as 513'1 lime).

9 " -'7 , Reserved.

10 t.S. 55 8 Phase Name. 8-byte character suing taken I,om the .
EXEC card

11 56 - 59 4 Rcal M'Jde P/occssing:
High storagc address of pnrtilion. lithe SIZE pararTlCUI'
is used in the!: xEC statement. lhis field rcflects the
value of the pi\r~meter.
Virtual Mode Processing:
Simuhlled high storage address. Calcul:lle-ct by multiplying
the numbr.r of pages referenced in the p.,rtition by 2K lind
adding the result to tile stan address ot the vinua( paf1iliofl.

12 60.63 4 CPU TimD. 4 binary bytes giVlln in 300ths 01 a second.
T~mc is calculated from e/(it 01 the user.wrinen routine
c:Jlled during job control to nC1(1enlly of the rOluine_
Time used by the user-Wfitlen omput routine ;1 ch".ged
10 oVCfhead of lhe next rocord.

13 64 - fi7 , Overhead Time. 4 binary bytes given in JOOlh of a second.
lnclude~ time taken by funclions that cannol be charged
readily to one partitionlsuch ilSancntian 'OUlin,: and
error Iccoveryl. System overhc;ld time is divided by the
number of active batch partilions and recorded in e;Jch
account ing table.

68.71 4 All Bound Time. 4 binilry bytes in 3001h 01 a second.
This is lhe time the syslem is in the ....ail Slate divided by
Ihe number of partilions r\.lnning.

15 72- , SID Tables. V[liiable number of byH.'s. $i" bytes ilre
rese'ved for each device specified in Ihe JA p•.\.amclel.
FirSl tWO byles are X.Ocuu'. nexl !Ollr are hex count or
SIOs for job step. Unused entries conlain X.10.follo.....ed by
five bytes of zeros. Stacker select commands lor M1CR
devices <HenOt counted. Error recovery SIOs lire not charged
to the JOB Accounting Table. Devices are added to the table
liS they arc used.

16 1 Overflow. Normally X'20' ..SCI ~o.'.X'30' if more devi~s llre
used than 1."1!:Iy the_JA: parameter at system generation lime.'

--
Note: Thl' differcnce ne/wcen Swrr and SlOp rimes will nnt nccessarily p(luo/lhe Slim of-Cru,
All ROllnd. oncl D"crh{'fld ,ime,{. All Bound ond O\'crhl'{l(/ iimes wif! ~'ar)', dcpClldinK on ,he
nUf//lwr of (lelil'i' pl1r,jtj(Jlj.~ and the type of f1arlilion llClil'it!" CFU rime ;5 lJCCura1e j(Jr earh
rnrtilion. hill il may not be reproducible. ThaI is, fhe SOIllCjob bein/; execllrr.l "1.'1..-rdifferenl
sySlem rondilionJ (var,••..ill? number nf Qctive partilinns. logicoluonsirr- .(lI. ....•.:,'•• erc.) may

show d~rrerCmTJ in CFU rime.

-A-3. Job Accounting Table
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If $JOBACCTuses LIOCS,t.he contents of general registers "14and "15

nn.lstbe saved (also .registers 0 and 1 if necessary). because LIOCS

uses these registers.

The .address of a save area .that can be used by the user I s routine

is passed in register 13. This save area is "16bytes long unless a

greater length (up to 1024 bytes), to SAVEDTFinformation for LIOCS,

was specified at system generation time. However,CCBsand executa-

ble COl;;nn.lstnot be included.
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(19)
DOS!VS PARTITION STORAGE ALLOCATION

Virtual Storage
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BG.V

Required Partiti~ns

• Background

• Foreground 3

• -Foreground 2

• F~reground 1

Also required

• Shared Virtuai Area

F3.V

F2.V

Fl.V

SVA .

Real
AddreSs
Area

Virtual
Address
Area

•. Each partition must have an associated virtual address area and may
have an associated real address area.
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AN ISAM FILS

APPENDIX-IV

ORGANIZATION (17)

Masle I
-

, ndclil

F
r-

Cylinder Index

4,501900~D

1-200 300 375
1

J ~
-

4S0 •
500 600 700 900

2.'?00 1200 1500

}

2000~

)

Cylinder 1

---..,

'-..1
CylmderC 50

100 150
Track Indcx\

11

200

Data

1 1"

,.
Cyhnucr

Data Data

12

10
Data Data Trilek

1500 '--...
20 40 ,0 \

T2000

Data Data Data

60 70
Data Data Track

Data

80 100 I
Data Data Data

110 120
Data Track

Data

130 150 /
Dala Data Data

170 180
~Dal<J Track

1DO 200

.

~

TRACK INDEX

TRACK II-iDEX.

Trac •.. 2

Trae" ")

-- -- ._----

..

-"--~

ll,-~ASTER

INOEX

C~YUt~PER
INDEX
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APPENDIX-V
( 17)

INSERTION OF RECORDS IN AN ISAM FILE
Initial status of ISAM file,

Overflow Entry

Tr;lck 1 filek , Tracl..100 200 2 200 ,
2,

20 40 100

175 190 200

10

Normal Entry

Track
1

100

I
~ 15_0 1~ ~ ~ _

I
Overflo'lI.'
Track 3

Track Index
Track 0

Prime- Data
Track 2

Prime Data
Track 1

S~atus after inserting records with keys 25 and 101

Track Index Track
I. 100 190 lOll

I Track 3,
I Rccord 2

Prime.Oa1a

Prime Data

. Overflow

20

150

25

175 190

Status after insorting records with keys 26 and 199

26

200

199

~ __ 1_9_6__ ~

Trfick
2

25

175

190

Track
2

20

100

200 I track 3,
! Hccord 2

"--------~~

~ 1_5_0 _

Track

10

101I

Track Index

Prime Data

Overflm"J

. Prime Data
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APPENDIX-VI

ISAM DISK STORAGE SPACE FORMULAS FOIt TilE IBM 3~

Thrc-c formulas compute InM 334H di.sl slora~C' rcquil'l':lIlcnls (ur an ISAM file. "Thl' known 4u:lnlilil"s ftll'tlu:
computatiolls ~i\lcn arc:

D Logical RCl,;ord Lcnr.lh
K Kc"y Length
B IJ l( Mucking fat.:tor
X Numhcr of prime data tracks, sh;tfl.:d wilh 'fad iuLlo .lUli llon-shan.:d. per cylim.h:!"

I. TO CALCULATE TilL NUMBER OF PRIMF DATA RH'(HU)S PFR('YI.lNDFR (N('r1

Npr = A +
Npr = ex

where: A
C

C (X-I) if Ihal.' om..'sh","ed Jolla 'ra\:b
if there an.' flU SIl;lfl'J dill a If.H:II!'>

Numhcr uf prime d<lla fn:on..ls on a sh;ll"C'd 'fad.
NUllltx'r of prime dalil H.'conls on ;1ltHIH.h;ln:d tr;u:~

Nur =

No4I~s: Thes.,; valu •.:s IIlllsl I~ whole 1I1111l~'I~.

A shared Irae\.. is Illh: ill whidl prilll\.' Jal;. (('conls ocnlpy -"pon:\.' 11011I~'\:lInl hv th •.: ll;h:l.illd,,',_
The l;Jst Iral,;l of Ihe prime datil iii-COli.\ lh.'ver IISl'll fur prime dal" n:ctlnb.
If Ihe file" is compkldy filled, till: Iasl II';U:~ l-tllliains .111FOF h.'cllrll"lIly_

Tn cumpulc A:

I. Ddcrmim.' lhe si7.c of the trad; index ITI' ill hyks:
TI ~ 12X+ I' 1242+K+ Ill)

If TI > X,535, parl.of Ir;ld I may tx: rt'lluired fur lill' Irad-, iudl'). in OIdtlilillll III trOlct..0_
The addition;}1 rClIuircfIll'nl nil .r.ll:~ I (1'1') is cakillalciJ as follows:

a, IJdCflllill1.' thc llUOlhc •..uf Irotck indl'x cnlrics tNI lIlI lral.'~ 0:

N >= _Ji~ N ",oIllH..kd 10 nl..'xlslll~llk •..inl~}!.l'r
242+K+IO

h, T( >= (:!X-I) C!-I2+K+I(H-NU-I:!tK+ICH

.If T,' $ O. only ••.••d (I is nccded fur the irad:. imkx (no inJI.'~ clll •..ies hcill~ n,'lIl1irl'J for lr.t..:~ III;
you I.';UIatljusl X and prlK.:cl.'d lu OHllPUlI.' C,

If TI' is.slilllaq.!er lhan X,535, rqX'~1I 1111,:pn~I.'durl' willi X h.'lhlCl.'d hy I.

2_ Dt,termine the Ilumhcr.of :lYtcs remilillill~ 011 the Irad. for prillll' dala n'l"lOnl,,"IT::t1:
T2 = X.535-T I

Tn cumpute C:

c ~ .,535
242+K +B

It. TO DETERMINE TliE NUMHER OF OVFRH.OW RFCOl{DS put TR:\Ct\. cNur!

8,535
242+K+D+1O

III. TO DEn;RMINI' Till' NUMIlI'I( OF CYUNIlI;1( 01( MASTEl( INI>FX I(ITOI(I>S 1'1'1(TI(,\O: ,Nor)

Nir = 8,535
242+1(+10
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APPENDIX-VII

Por a user-written ~eader"exit routine, you must consider the following:
POWER/VS performs, a conversion to uppercase characters for all PO\lER/VS
JECL and DOS/VS JCL statements (column 1 to 72) that start with II in
columns 1 and 2. DOS/VS comment statements and ASSGN state~,:~nts without
// (permanent assignments) .,..ill not be translated ..

The routine receives control from POWER/VS only for DOS/VS JCL or
POW~R/VS JECL statements. It must be reentrant if it is called from
more than one partition; and it must be self-relocating unless tIle
relocating loader option is in effect ..
Any JeL or JECL statement can -be changed or deleted and other state~ents
can be inserted." The ori~inal st~temcnt is presented again after each
inserted statement has been processed. WIlen all the insertions have
been made, a return cod~ of X'OO' or X'C~ is placed in.re9istcr 15 to
accept or delete the original statement.
When the reader exit routine recej.~~s cont~ol fro~ POWER/VS, reqister 0
contains. th~ address of the state,~l~;;,;.. read and reij1ster 1 th~ length of
'",-nr~_Btat~llJ:Cnt. To re_.t:qr!1 !"_o PCHEH/VS .•. -if.>~ti,~ ~'. Bj; ~~ instruct-io'n ..
Bet .•.een entry and' exit of th(<:; LOu.tine--,., -no .or::T",::.~:L ;>la~'be .p.e'rfcirmed
t~lat -lIl.i-ght '(;-au'se a lnl'J.',- c?n-ri~tion t-'H' "th_? PO~..F;R./VS_ P~l"ti.\_iot:J..'

The user-vritt~n exit routine ~ust not alter the contents of registers
10,1',12, and 13. These registers are reserved for POWER/VS in'L-crnal
use. 'Register 11 points to the task control block of the read task and
may be used to identify the tusk.
Before returning control to POWER/VS, you must specify a return coje in
register 15. POHER/VS expec~s one of tile following return codes:
XIOOI Normal return; pr.ocess this stQtement.

XJ041 Delete; ignore this statement.
XIOB' Insert; process new statement,'_retur~ original statemnn~tQo~h~

~l~P-r:.. Any number of statements may be J.nser'teQ. preceding every
'j'"u"bcontrol statclllent' that has to be inserted, one byte uust be
reserved. This byte is used as an interface with the PO~ER/VS
&essage service ~;hen the job control statement is in~orrect.

'X'DC' !'lush the DOS/VS job.

X'lD' FlUSh the POWER/VS job.
When new statements are added
stat~ment must be providea in
The length must be X' 0'.

(return code X'OSI), the address of the
~egistor 0 a:ld its length in register 1.

Plush conditions (return codes x'oe' and X'10') at job boundary (first
card of a POllE~/VS job) will be ignored and message lR571 vilt be logged.
Xf ACeODNT=YES vas specified, the nu~ber of records read in the reader
account record vill _include records added or deleted throu~h the RDREXIT
routine.
If a reaner exit ~as generated and AUTaSTART is to be r~rforrne~; the
user l:lu"st return t.o POiJER/VS with X'OO' in regist,~r 15.
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A r~ader account record is created for each 'read queue entry that is
entered into the PO~ER/VS system. ~hether or not the queue entry. has
actually been placed in the queue file is indicated by the POWER/VS
cancel c6de. The record is copiG~ f .~ tIle first 58 bytes of the
co~responding queue record.
j ,

l'3yte5 IDescription . IPormat)I1----------------------------------------------------------------------1
100-07 IDate in format specified at SYSGEN (mm/dd/YY or 1 a I

Idd/mm/yy) • . I I
I I I

06-11 IStart time of read, in packed. decim<...l (OHflMJ1SSP'; I p I
IP = sign) • I I
, 1 I

12-15 IStop time of read (OIJIJ~~SSP; P sign). I p 1
I I 1

16-31 116 bytes of user information. I .a I
1 I I

32-39 IPOHER/VS job name. I a 1
I 1 I

40-41 IJob number assigned by POHER/VS. I b I
I I I

42 IRecord identifi~r. I a I
1 " I

143 IPD,I:R/VS cancol code. I b
I I I
144 IReserved. I b
, I I
145-47 IReader device address, or SNA. I a
I I 1 I"
148 IPBO~ remote ID. I b
I I I
149 ITO rNote ID. I- b
1 11
150 IInput class. I a
I I I
151 IInput priority nu~ber. I a
I ,I
152"':55 IHumber of records read. (including record 'added or t b
I Ideleted by an HDR exit routine): I
I .1 . I
156-:-57 (llumber of _tracks for input storage.. I b 11 ---~-------------1
11 a: for alphameric . I
I b: for bina"y 1
I p: for pacr.ed decimal. I
I I
iHote: The TO remote ID is a dummy entry in the Reader Account Record I
land in the Execution Account Record.. It is copied from a PROM I
Iremote ID.. I

Reader Account Record

LIST ACCOUNT RECORD

A list account record is created for eftch list queue entry t1tat is
processed by a list ta~;k. It is a copy of the first 72 bytes of the
corresponding gueue record.

.1
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jDytes IDescri?tio~ '1'orma t'-----------------------------------------------------------------

a

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

p

b

p

5D

51

49

58

59

140-41
1
142
I
143
I
144

00-07 IDate in format specified at SYSGEN (rom/dd/yy or I .a
fdd/mm/yy) • I
I ,

00-" (Start time of list, .in packed decimal (OHHM~SSP; I
11' = siqn) • ,, ,

12-15 IStop time of list (OHrrM~SS1'; l' = sign). ,
, I

16-31 116 bytes of user information from * $$ JOB card. I
I I

32-39 'POWER/VS job name. ,
I IIJob nu~ber assigned by POnER/VS. I
I ,
IRecord identifier.' I
, I
IPOWER/VS cancel code. I
I 1.IReserved. I
I I

1I5-47 IPrinter device address, or S'NA. I
.11

I1'RO~ remote 1D. ,
I ,I. ,

ITO rem.ote ID. t
I IIPrinted output class. I
I I
IPrinted output priority number. I a I
I I I

52-55 Itlumber of lines printed. I b I
j I I

56-57 INumber of tracks for output storage.1 I b I
, . I .1
IJob suffix number assigned by POWER/VS.. b I
1 I
IUu:nher of printed copies.2 b I
I .1

160-63 !Print forms identification. a _I
I I64-67 INumber of extra records printed due -to PRESTART, b I
IPSETOP, separator lines, or extra copies." I
I I

68-69 lNumber of pages printed (skips to channell) • b J
I I

70-71 INumber of extra pages printed due to PRrSTART, PSETUP, b I
Iseparator cards, or extra copies. I I-----------------------------~----------------------------------------1

1 Only for spooling to disk. When spooling to tape, field is zero. I
z If ~ore tllan one copy is provided, tIlestatistics are totals for ~111

copies. """ I
13 a: alphameric I
I b: binary 1
I p: packed decimal. I
I" ioiill be IfFY. for last or: only segment of job. I

List Account Record



PONCH ACCOONT RECORD

A punch account record is created
processed by a punch task. It is
corresponding queue record.

143

"

for each punch queue entry that is
a copy of tllefirst 68 bytes of the

IBytes IDescription IPor~at3iI-------------------------------------------------~--------------------1
100-07 IDate in format specified al SYSGEN (mr.\/dd/yy or a I
I 1dd/mm/yy) • 1
1 I I
108-1' (Start time of punch, ~n pa.cked decimal (Onnr1l1.SSP; p I
1 II' = sign) • 1
I I 1
112-15 IStop time of punch, (OHr-!~~SSF; F = sign). p I
1 1 I,
(16-31 116 bytes of user infurmation from" $$ JOB card. d. I
I 1 1
132-39 IPOWER/V~ job name. from * $$ Jon c~zd. a
I I
140-41 IJob number assigned by PO,ER/yS. b
I 1
142 IRecord identifier.. a
I I
143 IPOWER/VS cancel code. b
I I
(4!1 (Reserved. b
I 1
145-47 IPuncl~ device address, or SNA. a
I 1
14B IFROM remote ID. b
I I

'149 ITO remote ID. b
1 I150 IPunched output class. a
I I ,
151 IPunched output .priority number. a
I 1
152-55 fNurnber of recqrds punched. b f
1 1 I
"15.6-57 IHu~ber of tracKs for output storage.'. b I
I I, , I
158 IJob suffix number assigned by POWER/VS.~ b 1
1 1 I
1~9 INumber of punched copies.2 b I
1 -I 1
j60-63 [Punch forms identification. a I
I I . IJ6Q-67 I~umber of additional cards punched due to re5tart~ ~,
1 Iseparator cards,. or extra copies. I II-~----------------_----------------~----------------------------------1I' Only for spooling to disk. When spooling to tape, field i3 zero~ I
12 If more than one copy is provided, the statistics are totals for alII
1 copies. I
lJ a: alphameric .1
1 b: binary I
I n: pz.cked decimal. I
I" ~il"l be X'F'F. 'for la~t or. only sClJl!Ient of job. I

Punch Account Record

"~,I
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EXECUTION ACCOUNT RECORD

An 8xecution account record is created for each queue set (user job
step) that has been processed by PO"BR/VS.

IBytes ILabel IDescription IPormat211----------------------------------------------------------------------1
I 00-07 I AEDY I"Date in format specified at SYSGEN . I a I
1 I I (mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/n) • I I
I 08-11 I AEST IStart time of job (O,IHMMSSY; P : sign) I p I
I 1,,-15 IAE~T IStop time of j'ob (OIlIlMI<S5F; F : sign). I p 1
I 16-31 J1l.EUI 116 bytes of user ild:OI:lilat.ion. I a I
I 32-39 IAENI1 ICurrent Pu~ER/VS job name. I a I
I 40-41 IE:iO IJob number assigned by l'OnR/VS. I b I
I 42 IAERI IRecord ideDtifier. I a 1
I 43 I ECN I POWER/VS cancel ,code. I b I
I 44 I ALr..' I Hes'ened. I b 1
I 45-47 1 AECU I Reserved. I b I
I QB IhEFJ IFROM. re;:lote ID. I b I
I, 49 I AETJ I TO remote In. I b I
'I 50 I r.ECL IClass. I a I

51 IAEPY IPriority. I b I,
52-55 1- r NUI"bcI:' of lines spooled. I b I
55-59 1- INumber of cards spoo'" e.1.. I b I
60-61 1- INuillber of pafjes spooled. .l b I
62-63 1- .ILength of SID table. I b I
64-65 1- ILength of ~otal account record. I b I
66-71 1- IReserved. I I
72-79 1- IDOS/VS job name from // JOEl card. 1 a I
80-95 1- 116 bytes user information from // JOB card.1 a I
96-97 1- IParLition ID in EBCDIC format. I a I
98 1- IDOS/VS cancel code. 1 b 1
99 1- IType of :;:,:.;coru; S ::joh ~tep, L =last step. I a I
100-103 1- I r.es'2rVgo. I I
110LJ-111 1- .IPhase name, taken from // EXEC card. I a I
1'12-115 1- IEnu addr. of 'active. program phase, COM.REG. I b I
1116-119 1- ICPO time elapsed in- a job step;- counted in I b I
1 I 1300ths of ti sgcond. I I
1120-123 1- IOverheau time; elapsed time not charge.d to I b I
I I lany paI:"tition, in 300fhs of a second. I I
1124-127 1,- IAll-bound time; system wait state tine 1 b ,
I I jdivided between. I:"unnin!] partitions, i.n I I
I ,I 1300ths of a second. II
1128- 1- ISIO tables: 6 bytes for each device speci- I b I
I I !fied by SYSGEN options, as follows: I .1
I , I t\lo bytes for dey ice addI:"es5 (Geuu), , I
I 1 Ifour Lytes for COU;it of 5105 in current jobl I
1 I I"tep.' I I
1128+m(3) I jO','e:cflo\i Lyte: normally X'20', but X'30' if' b I
I , jI!iore (:C?vices are used li'i-thin a partition I I
I I I than specified 1;1 SYSGEi; options. , I
'.1128+1li+1(") I IUser account infc;"iliatjon (~;:-oviJcd via userl I
I I I PUTACCT macro) • I I1--------------0--------------------------------------~----------------IIt POHER/VS will upBate the SIO tables in the execution account record I.
I with tIle number of 1/05 it lias intercepted for spooling purposc~. I
1.2 a: alphameric, b: bina!:"}", p: packed deciiT'lcLl. I
1(3). ti = Total length of 510 t.41L:!.~s. I
1("') I-lc:.ximuUl length of eXi;:cution account r0coro 2008 bytes. ,

Execution hccount R~cord



APPENDIX-IX.

RECORD LAYOUT OF USER IDENTIFICATION FILE

Bytes Description Format

00 Reserved b

01 User class a

02-09 User identification code a

10-49 User name a

50-89 Address line-1 a

90-129 Address line-2 a

130-169 Address line -3 a

170-209 Address line-4 a

.210-249 Address line-5 a
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Bytes

00

01

02-09

10-15

16-23

24-27

28-31

32-35

36-39

40-43

44-47

48-51

52-55

56-59

60-63

64-67

68-71

72-75

76-79

APPENDIX-X.

RECORD LAYOUT OF ACCOUNTINGAND BILLING DATA FILE,

Description Format

Reserved b

User class a

User Identificationcode a

Password a

Date of Expiry a

Security Deposit b

CPU time allotted • b

No. of Data modulesrented b

No. of tapes rented b

No. of diskettesrented b

Papers supplied b

Cards .supplied b

Amount of data entry b

Consultancyservicesof the installation b

Installationlibrary fee b

Any additionalcharge b

Number of lines spooled. b

Number of cards spooled" b

Number of pages spooled. .b.
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80-83

84-87

88-91

CPU time elapsed in a job step
(in _1_ Sec).

300 .
Overhead time (in.-!-Sec)"

300

Albound.time(in 1 Sec)"
300

b

b

.b



I

Bytes Description Format

92-95 Disk 5IOs. b

96-99. Tape 5IOs. b

100-103 Diskette 5IOs. b

104-107 Pri:nter 5IOs. b

108-111 Card 5IOs. b

112-115 Console 5IOs. b

116-119 Number of lines printed. b

120-123 Number of tracks for output storage b

124-127 Number of .pages printed .b

128-131 Number of records punched b

132-135 Number of tracks for punched output b
storage

136-139 Number of records read b

.140-143 .Number of tracks for input storage b

144-147 Number of calls for phase..;!..- b

148-151 Number of calls for phase-2 b

152-155 Number of calls for phase-3 b

156-159 Number of calls for phase-4 b

160-163 Number of calls for phase-5 b

164-167 Contents of code 50 b.

168-171 Contents of .code 51 b

172-175 Contents of code 52 b

176-179 Contents of code 53 b

180-183 Contents of code 54 b

.184-187 Contents of code 55 b

.
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Bytes Description Format

18s..191 Ccntents of code 56 b

192- 195 Contents of code 57 b

196-199 Contents of code 58 b

~0-203 Contents of code 59 b

204-207 Contents of code 60 b

208-211 Contents of code 61 b

212-215 Contents of code 62 b

21p.:.2i9 Contents of code 63 b

220-223 Contents of code 64 b

- _224-227 Dues calculated at the last updating b

22s..231 Total CPU time usage upto the last
updating b

232-235 Amount from the last bill b

236-239 Total CPU time usage upto the last
billing ,. b

• indicate the-cases fora single partition only.-
-
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